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EDITORIAL

Dear clients and business associates,
What the Medici in Florence were for the Mediterranean during the Renaissance,
the Hanse was for Northern Europe. When Hans and Paul Berenberg founded
their company in Hamburg in 1590 they were part of a larger migration. Hamburg
offered fertile ground for young merchants with its location on the Elbe, access to the
North Sea and close contacts to other mercantile cities in the Baltic region.
The family and the company put down roots in Hamburg, and the Berenbergs
took the oath of citizenship, some of them becoming councillors and senators. The
family helped bring about the creation of a free port and was honoured with a peerage
in recognition. By the middle of the 19th century the company had already opened
its first foreign offices, in Boston and New York. Over the course of 425 years, what
began as a small trading house grew into an international advisory bank.
Today, Berenberg employs around 750 people at its headquarters on Hamburg’s
Inner Alster. Another 500 »Berenbergers« work at our 18 locations in Europe,
America and Asia. Every day, they address client needs with responsibility, insight,
vision and expertise. In this anniversary year we would like to tell you a little more
about the city we were founded in, Hamburg.

Enjoy the read!

Dr Hans-Walter Peters
Spokesman of the Managing Partners
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»Hamburg is one of the
most important business
centres in Northern
Europe. In addition to
manufacturing, trade
and media, the finance
industry is well repre
sented, with many
foreign and domestic
companies. Berenberg,
Germany’s oldest private
bank, has been based in
Hamburg for 425 years.
Embodying the Hanseatic
virtues of responsibility,
insight and vision,
it is held in high regard
around the world.«

Olaf Scholz
First Mayor of the Free and
Hanseatic City of Hamburg

HAMBURG AS A TRADING CENTRE

HAMBURG – (NORTHERN)
EUROPE’S LOGISTICS HUB
Professor Dr Thomas Straubhaar, Professor at the University of Hamburg

Hamburg is fourth among European regions

With its geographical location at the inter-

in per capita economic strength, behind

section of Northern and Central Europe

London, Luxembourg and Brussels, and

and thanks to its harbour, Hamburg plays

ahead of Oslo, Bratislava, Paris, Groningen,

a pivotal role as a trade hub. The seagoing

Stockholm, Prague, Upper Bavaria (includ-

freight passing through the Port of Ham-

ing Munich) and Vienna. In terms of average

burg has tripled since 1970, from 47 million

household purchasing power, at rather more

tonnes to 140 million tonnes in 2013. At

than €20,000 per year, Hamburg is one of

9.3 million 20-foot containers transshipped

the top 10 regions in Europe. Opinion sur-

in 2013, Hamburg was behind Rotterdam’s

veys regularly confirm the attractiveness of

11.6 million but ahead of Antwerp (8.6

Hamburg’s quality of life. While Germans

million), making it Europe’s second most

often say that the city they currently live in

important container port. And 2014 was

is the most liveable (or lovable), when asked

another record year.

what city they would most like to live in
other than their own, most say Hamburg.
A second look at the list of European
economic centres reveals something that
sets Hamburg apart from the other front
runners – all the others are capital cities.

»Hamburg is fourth among European
regions in per capita economic strength,
behind London, Luxembourg and Brussels.«

London and Luxembourg are also financial
centres. Brussels is the political capital of
Europe. Oslo, Bratislava, Paris, Stockholm,
Prague and Vienna are national capitals.
Hamburg is different. Its focus is on business, not politics.
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Hamburg
Foreign trade is Hamburg’s core competence, and internationally oriented service
providers like banks, insurers, logistics
companies, legal and tax consultants and
media companies have clustered here to
serve the market. The aerospace industry
also makes Hamburg a gravitational centre

9.3 million 20-foot containers
turned around annually make
Hamburg the second-largest port
in Europe, after Rotterdam.

With around 100 consulates,
Hamburg is the world's thirdlargest consular location.

World's third-largest civilian
aircraft manufacturing location.

Two million musical
spectators annually –
third place after New York
and London.

for transportation, with Airbus as a driving
force in manufacturing and Lufthansa Technik, the world’s largest provider of aircraft
maintenance and overhauls. In fact, the
Hamburg metropolitan region is the world’s
third-largest civilian aircraft manufacturing
location, after Seattle and Toulouse.
The close linkage of trade and logistics
with financing and international transaction
handling is a key competitive advantage for
the city. It is the foundation for the growth
of the German logistics industry, which
leads the world and employs almost three
million people. With revenues of around
€230 billion in 2013, Germany is Europe’s
largest logistics market, and Hamburg is its
beating heart.
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HAMBURG AS A TRADING CENTRE

2,500 bridges span the many
canals and watercourses in
Hamburg – more than in Venice.

The logistics industry is not just one of the

variety, safety, an intact environment and

largest direct employers in the Hamburg

proximity to attractive recreational areas.

metropolitan region. It also acts as a lubri-

The quality of air, water and parks can be

cant for all of German industry, ensuring

easily quantified in European benchmark

reliable, on-time delivery of German tech-

comparisons, as can data on the tax burden,

nology to precise customer specifications

road conditions, daily time spent in traffic

throughout the world. So it is clear what the

jams and crime statistics.

challenges are for the country’s major port.

The HWWI/Berenberg city ranking

Hamburg’s future depends on the quality

shows that in some areas Hamburg is in

of its economic infrastructure, including not

need of improvement if it is to boost its

only physical facilities and services but, at

attractiveness as a metropolitan region,

least as importantly, the quality of its labour

internationally and also in comparison

and leadership resources.

with other large cities in Germany. For

If Hamburg intends to stay in the Cham-

example, science and research do not get

pion’s League of European metropolises, it

enough official support, and in the category

must become more attractive for players

of internationality Hamburg is anything but

from all cultures, including people with

outstanding, contrary to expectations and

skill capital as well as entrepreneurs with

the city’s own self-image.

business capital. This is because it is not just
about good incomes in good jobs. It is also
about making good use of that income. That
means good value return from taxes and
fees, in the form of efficient public services.
Soft factors that improve quality of
life are becoming steadily more important
to knowledge workers and executives in
choosing a place to live. This includes affordable housing as well as transportation
planning that minimises congestion, noise
and pollution. It also includes cultural
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»Quality of life is becoming steadily more
important to knowledge workers and
executives in choosing a place to live.«

But its future prosperity will depend mostly

The German transportation infrastructure is

on further improvements to infrastructure.

still better than in other countries, but the

Germany’s transportation infrastructure

lead is narrowing. The location advantage of

was formerly the best in the world, but the

the past is at risk of becoming the renova-

condition of roads, waterways, bridges and

tion need of the future. This will reduce

tunnels has decayed, and there is an enor-

Hamburg’s ability to compete with other

mous backlog of maintenance that must

European metropolises. Good transporta-

be addressed. Furthermore, the funding is

tion – road, rail, air and waterways – is

not in place for modernisation and expan-

crucial for an industrial nation like Ger-

sion. Crumbling roads and decaying bridges

many. Therefore, the issue of infrastructure

impair international competitiveness, not

renewal belongs at the centre of discussion

just for individual companies but for entire

in society and at the top of the economic

industries, even more so for a logistics hub

policy agenda.

like Hamburg. This harms the entire national economy, not just the companies that
are directly affected.
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FROM TRADITION TO MODERN TIMES

425 YEARS OF

ENTREPRENEURIAL TRADITION
Berenberg’s history is closely tied to the city of Hamburg
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In the late 16th century, Protestants in the

of the 42 companies in Hamburg with rev-

In 1684 he took the oath of citizenship,

Netherlands were given the choice of either

enues topping 100,000 marks, 32 of them

thereby making it possible for his descend-

converting to Catholicism or leaving the

had Dutch roots. The Berenberg brothers

ants to take public office. He also extended

country. The protestant Berenbergs left

were in 15 and 16 place. Initially the Dutch

the company’s commercial relationships far

Antwerp, at the time the wealthiest and

were subject to certain restrictions in Ham-

beyond the borders of Germany.

busiest city in Europe, and went in search

burg. For example, they were forbidden to

of a new home. They found it in Hamburg,

do business with other foreigners within the

where the brothers Hans and Paul Beren-

city limits. But eventually the foreign traders

berg formed a mercantile company in 1590.

were granted the same status as Hamburg

The Berenbergs worked in cloth trading

th

th

citizens.

and general import and export. The Dutch

After the Thirty Years’ War, Cornelius

Protestants were hard-working and good at

Berenberg was the third generation of

business, and by the start of the 17 century,

the family to do business in Hamburg.

th

1590

1618-48

1684

Founding
Dutch religious refugees Hans
and Paul Berenberg found a
company in Hamburg. They work
in cloth trading and general
import and export.

Thirty Years’ War
Hamburg remains neutral and
does business with all parties,
resulting in increased prosperity from storage and banking
services.

Oath of citizenship
Cornelius Berenberg takes
the oath of citizenship, thereby
making it possible for his
descendants to take public
office.
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Focus on banking
A functioning banking system in
the modern sense has not yet
developed. Cornelius Berenberg
adds to his trade earnings with
currency exchange and insurance
services, operating more and
more as a banker.

Late 17th
century

FROM TRADITION TO MODERN TIMES

From a trading house to a bank

Berenbergs’ reputation grew. Cornelius’

as well as the Hong Kong and Shanghai

son Rudolph was elected to the City

Banking Corporation (HSBC).

Due to the lack of a functioning banking

Council in 1735, and later the family also

system, in earlier times merchants financed

provided senators.

By the time of the unification of Germany in 1871 John Berenberg-Gossler had

commercial transactions themselves. They

The company set up subsidiaries in

been a partner for six years. The merchants

granted credit to customers and advanced

Boston and New York, and quickly realised

of the independent city-states of Hamburg

funds for shipments from their suppliers.

the importance of the joint stock companies

and Bremen had serious reservations about

The many different currencies in use also

that were taking shape at the time. By the

the trade policy consequences of the unifica-

offered extensive opportunities for lucra-

middle of the 19 century the Berenbergs

tion, and there followed a long period of

tive exchange transactions. Cornelius was

were founding shareholders of many well-

conflict and disagreement before Hamburg

among the merchants who enhanced his

known firms. With their already very in-

finally entered into customs union with the

trade revenues with banking services,

ternational focus, the Berenbergs were also

rest of Germany. Unlike many of his fellow

which he increasingly focused on. The

co-founders of several Scandinavian banks,

bankers and businessmen, John Berenberg-

th

1735

1756- 63

1768

Councillor
Cornelius’ son Rudolph is elected to the City
Council. As a councillor he enjoys especially
high creditworthiness.

Seven Years’ War
The war, in which half of Europe was involved, is
also very advantageous for the Hamburg economy
and furthers both the goods trade and the credit
business. At the end of the war the bottom falls out of
trade and the currency exchange business, and many
firms – among them Berenberg – only survive through
liquidity provided by the City Council.

First non-family shareholder
Since there is no male heir,
Johann Berenberg opens up the
firm to a shareholder from outside
the family. Hamburg merchant
Johann Hinrich Gossler marries
Berenberg’s daughter Elisabeth,
and the company is renamed
Johann Berenberg & Gossler.
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Gossler was an energetic proponent of the

In 1932 Cornelius von Berenberg-Gossler

»Since our partners are personally liable, we

customs union, combined with the planning

withdrew his house from active banking,

are independent of large corporations, use a

of a free port for Hamburg. In recognition

and the Bank survived the National Socialist

strict risk management and have very high

of his services, in 1889 he was raised to the

period as a holding company with shares

management continuity,« notes Berenberg

Prussian nobility, followed in 1910 by a

that included interests in two private banks

Spokesman Dr Hans-Walter Peters. In the

hereditary baronial peerage. In Hamburg

working in portfolio management. On 21

425 years of its existence Berenberg has been

this was not looked on with favour (Mayor

June 1948 the company opened for busi-

led by just 38 personally liable partners. »The

Burchard: »A Hamburg merchant cannot

ness in its offices on Alter Wall street near

desire to grow and develop without los-

be raised higher than he already is.«) and

the Hamburg Town Hall. The Bank found

ing sight of our historical roots has made

his own family had reservations (John’s

plenty to do during the dynamic years of

us what we are today – an international

sister Susanne Amsinck: »But John, what

rebuilding and the economic miracle, and

advisory bank and a reliable partner which

about our good name?«). But the title had

the revival of industry and foreign trade

stands for acting responsibly. Hamburg’s

its advantages outside of Hamburg.

brought many of the old clients back.

good reputation throughout the world has
been of great help.«

Peerage for the free port
Hamburg’s entry into customs
union with the rest of Germany
is associated with plans for a
free port. In recognition of his
services, John Berenberg-Gossler
is raised to the Prussian nobility.

1847
New companies founded
Hamburg’s trade is booming,
and growth in shipping and
industry give rise to many new
joint stock companies. Berenberg
is among the founders of Hapag,
North German Lloyd and the
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation.
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1889

1932

1948/1970

Withdrawal from active banking
Cornelius von BerenbergGossler successfully steers the
company through two world
wars. In 1932 he decides to pull
the company out of the active
banking business. During the
National Socialist period it acts
as a holding company with
shares including interests in
two private banks working in
portfolio management.

Relocation
Berenberg opens its new offices
on Alter Wall next to Hamburg
Town Hall.
In 1970, the Bank relocates
to its current office building at
Neuer Jungfernstieg 20.

FROM TRADITION TO MODERN TIMES

Headquarters in Hamburg

from 2000

2010

2015

Expansion
Berenberg strengthens its regional expansion,
opening offices and subsidiaries in Germany
and beyond.

Share purchase
For the first time in the Bank’s recent history, two
personally liable shareholders, Dr Hans-Walter
Peters and Hendrik Riehmer, acquire a large interest in the Bank, today amounting to 26.1%.
This strengthens Berenberg’s position as a private
owner-operated bank.

425 years of Berenberg
Berenberg celebrates its 425th year.
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OUR EMPLOYEES:
DIVERSITY AND EXPERTISE
The banking business lives from the people in it. People who give their all every day, whether
in contact with clients or in staff and service functions. Here we introduce six of 1,250 highly
motivated, committed Berenbergers.

Arne Gries, client consultant

»With us, clients can choose between
portfolio management and invest
ment advisory. The latter has become
much more involved in recent years as
regulatory requirements have grown, to
the extent that some banks are exiting
the business. I am very glad that I can
continue to offer clients both kinds of
services.«
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PRIVATE BANKING

OUR EMPLOYEES: DIVERSITY AND EXPERTISE

INVESTMENT BANKING

Philipp Wiechmann, equity trader

»In the past few years we have expanded our brokerage focus
from Germany to become pan-European. This brings us new
challenges every day, but it also brings worldwide contacts to
our central Hamburg offices. In 2015 we will open a trading
floor in New York so that we can act locally on behalf of our
American investors and offer an even better service to our
European clientele.«
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

»In 2014 we won our biggest mandate
in the Bank’s history, at €4.3 billion.
We now manage the currency risk of
one of the UK’s most import pension
fund managers. In 2009, just 20% of
the money we handled for clients in
Asset Management came from other
countries. Now it is 50%. That shows
the growing international significance
of Berenberg.«

Karoline Pointner, investment advisor
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OUR EMPLOYEES: DIVERSITY AND EXPERTISE

Frank Aschenbrenner, specialist
structured ship finance

CORPORATE BANKING
»No other city in Europe is more deeply rooted in shipping than
Hamburg. In earlier times, the Berenbergs and other merchants
sent ships out across the seven seas. Today, the shipping industry
is in a period of severe crisis. Capital structures need to be
adjusted. Berenberg acts as a bridge to the capital markets so
that shipping companies and vessels can obtain financing. The
world is changing, and we have to change and sometimes think
outside the box to remain innovative.«
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Dominik Günnel, IT systems

IT/ORGANISATION
»I work in IT/Organisation alongside 170 colleagues. From Hamburg we
support the IT systems landscape of our 19 locations. The advantage of hav
ing our own IT department is that we can structure data processing to suit
our needs. We can react quickly to requests from clients and the front offices,
implement regulatory requirements without delay, and remain in full control
of our data.«
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OUR EMPLOYEES: DIVERSITY AND EXPERTISE

HUMAN RESOURCES

Ivonn Marquardt, HR manager

»Berenberg is a very attractive employer. In part, this is because we
have grown while other banks have trimmed staff – we have increased
our headcount every year for the last 17 years. But it also has much
to do with our corporate culture and business model, which make
Berenberg appealing to many bankers and also offer excellent prospects
to ambitious career starters.«

19

20

21

Berenberg was established in 1590, and today we are one of Europe’s
leading privately owned banks, focusing on four business divisions:
Private Banking, Investment Banking, Asset Management and Corporate
Banking. The Hamburg-based bank is run by managing partners and 
has a strong presence in the international financial centres of Frankfurt,
London, N
 ew York and Zurich. We have 1,250 staff and a total of
19 locations driving our business into the future.

Report
on the 425th Financial Year

Key performance indicators
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Net commission income

€ million

117

122

151

125

131

152

178

206

234

244

Net profit for the year

€ million

50

54

61

47

65

62

56

60

66

40

Total assets

€ million

2,294

2,718

3,621

4,279

3,389

3,242

3,953

4,279

4,525 4,514

Business volume

€ million

2,414

2,861

3,829

4,450

3,552

3,357

4,062

4,383

4,623 4,586

Liable equity

€ million

140

145

155

177

212

213

217

221

223

219

Receivables from clients/loans

€ million

565

567

629

663

573

559

531

794

642

750

Liabilities to clients/deposits

€ million

1,797

2,156

2,983

3,236

2,456

2,326

2,874

3,083

3,390 3,199

Return on equity (before taxes)

%

49.8

52.5

56.2

37.5

53.0

45.3

40.1

43.8

46.9

28.8

Cost-income ratio

%

55.0

65.3

66.5

66.9

61.9

74.2

75.9

76.5

78.1

85.7

Assets under management
including subsidiaries

€ billion

12.4

15.5

19.1

20.3

21.9

25.5

26.0

28.2

30.1

36.1

551

658

763

837

894

977

1,110

1,116

Employees
including subsidiaries

1,147 1,250
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The Managing Partners (from left to right): Hendrik Riehmer, Dr Hans-Walter Peters and Andreas Brodtmann

Dear clients and business associates,
As the title page decrees, this year we are reporting on our 425th financial year. This
makes Berenberg the second-oldest bank in the world. Since 1590, our Bank has
been run by a grand total of just 38 managing partners. They have led the company
through times marked by crisis and conflict just as much as by opportunities and
upturns. It would not have been possible to build such a corporate tradition without
maintaining a tight grasp on risk and making the most of the possibilities that arise.
As a result, tradition and change are closely linked.
Berenberg has expanded very quickly over the last 20 years. With a constant eye
on the needs of our clients, we have increasingly concentrated on service operations.
Our outstanding expertise, dedicated employees and clear commitment to long-term
thinking and action as a responsible partner have helped turn a private bank focused
on Northern Germany into an international advisory firm. We currently employ
some 1,250 people around the globe – a hundred more than just 12 months ago.
Alongside our headquarters in Hamburg, our offices in the major financial centres
of Frankfurt, London, New York and Zurich have significant roles to play, as do
our other branches.
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Growth requires investment. This is something that can only be achieved with a
convincing business model that meets the needs of market participants across the
various segments. In recent years, the success of the Berenberg business model has
demonstrated that we have established a future-proof set-up and orientation.
In the year under review, we invested heavily in our ability to offer our clients
top-class specialist services in our Private Banking, Investment Banking, Asset
Management and Corporate Banking business divisions and also acquire new clients.
We have set up a Chief Investment Office with 35 staff for our private clients, opened
offices in San Francisco and Chicago and expanded our presence in London. At the
same time, we have strengthened our control functions and our IT department.
As a result of these large-scale investments in the quality and future growth of
the Bank, together with the burdens imposed by a period of low interest rates, net
profit for the year fell to €40.4 million. After the record profit of €66.1 million last
year, this is a sharp decline. Nonetheless, we achieved a very good result in absolute
terms: our return on equity of 28.8% is almost five times as high as the average for
German banks (2013: 5.9%).
The growth in assets under management was positive, too – they rose from
€30.1 billion to €36.1 billion. Having advised on 24 capital market transactions in
the German-speaking world during the course of the year, Berenberg topped the
league tables in terms of number of transactions, and we were named »Best Private
Bank in Germany« in 2014 at the Global Private Banking Awards.
We are delighted to have the opportunity to serve you again in our anniversary
year, promising strong commitment and top-quality services and thanking you for
the trust you have placed in us.

Dr Hans-Walter Peters   Andreas Brodtmann   Hendrik Riehmer
(Spokesman)
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EXECUTIVES
Managing Partners
Dr Hans-Walter Peters (Spokesman)
Andreas Brodtmann
Hendrik Riehmer

Advisory Board
Professor Dr Harald Wiedmann, Chairman
Former Chairman of the Management Board, KPMG Deutsche Treuhand-Gesellschaft AG,
and former President, Deutscher Standardisierungsrat, Berlin

Joachim von Berenberg-Consbruch
Hamburg

Helge F. Kolaschnik (since 29 April 2014)
Partner, Strunk Kolaschnik Partnerschaft mbB, Hamburg
Pierre-Yves de Laminne de Bex
Member of the Board of Directors, Compagnie du Bois Sauvage S. A., Brussels

Joshua Ruch
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Rho Capital Partners, Inc., New York

Dr Hans-Rüdiger Schewe
President, Fürstlich Fürstenbergische Gesamtverwaltung, Donaueschingen

Andreas von Specht
Managing Partner, AvS – International Trusted Advisors GmbH, Hamburg
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EXECUTIVES

Managing Directors
Lars Andersen

Silke Krüger

Tobias Bittrich

Dr Alexander von Kuhlberg

Dr Jan Böhm

Christian Kühn

Gunnar Cohrs

Dieter Lügering

Conor Daly

David Mortlock

Oliver Diehl

Dr Peter Raskin

André Enders

Sascha Scheer

Lars Fuhrken

Jochen Schmidt

Michael Gillessen

Dr Holger Schmieding

Erhard Gold

Andreas Schultheis

Jürgen Hauser

Lars Schwartau

Dr Robert Hengl

Uwe Schwedewsky

Oliver Holtz

Tindaro Siragusano

Laura Janssens

Johannes Sommer

Stefan Keitel

Volker Steinberg

Carsten Kinder

Karsten Wehmeier

Axel Klappstein

Dirk Wehmhöner

Stephan Koop

Hans Wöll

As at 1.4.2015
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THE YEAR 2014
The financial year was marked by numerous activities that served to deepen
our ties with clients and other stakeholders. Corporate social responsibility
has always been an important part of our corporate philosophy, and continues
to be a priority for our owners and employees.

Trio receives the Berenberg Culture Prize
Besides playing classical music, Trio Catch, comprising Boglárka Pecze (clarinet) from
Hungary, Eva Boesch (violoncello) from Switzerland and Sun-Young Nam (piano)
from South Korea, like to focus on their interpretation of contemporary compos
itions. The young musicians were all on scholarships at the International Ensemble
Modern Academy in Frankfurt when they met. The €15,000 prize was presented
by Dr Hans-Walter Peters (left) and Joachim von Berenberg-Consbruch (right).

BerenbergKids Foundation turns five
BerenbergKids was established in 2007 at the behest of London-based staff who
wanted to help disadvantaged children. From small beginnings, greater things have
grown: the commitment of a few motivated people has encouraged ever greater
numbers of Berenbergers to join in. The huge success of BerenbergKids persuaded
the Bank in 2009 to turn the initiative into a foundation and provide the requisite
founding capital. Since 2007, the many projects and initiatives in Germany, the UK
and Switzerland have yielded donations of almost €1 million.

Duel of the tennis legends
For the fourth time, our Stuttgart branch sponsored the 37th Porsche Tennis Grand
Prix. Seven out of the top 10 stars in the women’s world rankings competed with
others for prize money totalling $710,000 under the slogan »Play! Girls«, with a
sports car awaiting the winner. One highlight of the tournament was the match of
legends called »Berenberg Classics« pitting American Pete Sampras (right) against
Spaniard Carlos Moya (left). Unlike the final of the 1997 Australian Open, this time

© pjk-atelier

Moya prevailed, winning an exciting match on the centre court in Stuttgart.

Berenberg recognises corporate social responsibility
Charles Graf von Faber-Castell (right) received the first-ever Berenberg Prize for
Corporate Social Responsibility in front of 300 guests in Dresden. Family-run
German firms with creative ways of combining their social obligations with their
corporate purpose were invited to compete for the award. The jury recognised the
manufacturer of pencils and writing implements for its climate protection project
in northern Colombia, where 51 farmers manage the supply of raw materials from
1,900 hectares of forest.
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Golf elite meet in a good cause
Golf icon Gary Player and Berenberg invited the international golf elite to attend the
Berenberg Gary Player Invitational in Wentworth on the day after the British Open.
The guest list ranged from Martin Kaymer, Colin Montgomerie and Fred Couples

© Red Photography

THE YEAR 2014

(seen photographed with Berenberg Partner Hendrik Riehmer and singer Ronan
Keating) through to Rickie Fowler. »That was the best field of entrants I’ve seen
at a one-day tournament,« commented the Berenberg brand ambassador, who has
collected $60 million for children in need with his charity tournaments over the years.

President of Cyprus visits Berenberg
His official visit to Germany brought Nicos Anastasiades (2nd from left), the President
of the Republic of Cyprus, to Berenberg as well. Forty shipowners from across
Northern Germany gathered in our head office by the Alster river at the invitation
of the Cyprus Shipping Chamber and Berenberg. The President was accompanied
by high-ranking ministers and diplomats. Berenberg Partner Andreas Brodtmann
(left) welcomed the guests and Mr Anastasiades and Hamburg’s Mayor Olaf Scholz
(3rd from left) praised the close ties between the Hanseatic city and Cyprus.

Berenberg given top grades
For the fourth time Berenberg was named »Best Private Bank in Germany« at the
Global Private Banking Awards. The accolade is bestowed annually by Professional
Wealth Management (pwm) and The Banker (both part of the Financial Times Group).
Dr Peter Raskin (left), Global Head Private Banking, received the award in Geneva
from pwm editor-in-chief Yuri Bender (right). In the »Elite der Vermögensverwalter«
report, Berenberg achieved the top score for the sixth consecutive year and was

Investor conferences attract record number of visitors
Some 120 companies listed on the DAX, MDAX, SDAX and TecDAX presented their
strategies at the 3rd Berenberg and Goldman Sachs German Corporate Conference

© Enno Kapitza

named »Best Asset Manager«.

in Munich. Representatives of 140 companies came to the 12th Berenberg European
Conference in Pennyhill Park near London to answer questions from over 400 clients.
Over 60 institutional investors representing a capital volume of around €250 billion
accepted the invitation to attend the 15th Berenberg Asset Management Conference
in Frankfurt.
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Operations and underlying conditions
Profile
For 425 years, Berenberg, with its commitment to assisting its clients, has been guided
by accountability. From its very beginnings, the Bank has been run by personally
liable managing partners, and this principle continues to be the cornerstone of a
relationship of trust with our clients. If you are personally liable, you will not allow
yourself to be steered by short-term advantage and emotions, but will act responsibly.
Our solid reliability is also reflected in the stability of our leadership. Since 1590,
Berenberg has had only 38 managing partners, and today’s partners have – without
exception – been with Berenberg for 20 years or longer.
What counts for us is long-term success alongside our clients. As we help them
to expand on their successful investments, achieve their goals and meet their challenges, we always do so with insight, as expert advisors and long-standing service
providers. We address all areas in which we feel confident that we can offer our
clients exceptional value.
From our Hamburg headquarters, we have established a notable presence in the
financial centres of Frankfurt, London, New York and Zurich in recent years. Today,
we have about 1,250 employees in 19 locations across Europe, the United States
and Asia. With the expansion of our Private Banking, Investment Banking, Asset
Management and Corporate Banking business divisions, we are on a secure footing
for future growth, making us a dependable partner for our clients. We analyse the
economy and financial markets across all sectors and geographic boundaries and
apply our vision.
In-depth expertise and experience are necessary to make sound decisions, so
we have built one of Europe’s largest equity research teams and a highly regarded
macroeconomics team. We are also currently adding to our top-class group of
investment strategists and portfolio managers.
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All this has made Berenberg more than just a bank. As an advisor and trusted partner,
we address client needs with responsibility, insight, vision and expertise. Or, in brief,
accountability is our guiding principle.

Structure
Berenberg offers its clients individual services in four areas:
Private Banking: Providing advice to wealthy private clients is a complex and
responsible challenge that we accept with proven ability and an award-winning
advisory approach. To this end, we have set up special centres of competence for
family entrepreneurs, key clients/family offices, maritime, senior executives, professional athletes, foundations and high-net-worth individuals. Our opportunity-based
approach to risk management helps to maintain and increase the wealth of our clients.
Investment Banking: The broad-based Investment Banking division focuses on
service and client operations in the segments of Equities and Financial Markets.
Our research covers almost 600 European equities, in addition to which we support
IPOs, capital increases and special transactions, and provide advice on mergers and

acquisitions.
Asset Management: Our asset management activities centre on quantitative investment strategies, which we implement in asset management accounts as well as retail
and special funds. The client base consists primarily of international institutional
investors like insurers, pension funds, banks and foundations.
Corporate Banking: We advise SMEs on the selection and implementation of
optimum funding structures, and offer individual consulting in selected areas. We
maintain specific expertise in specialist segments such as shipping and infrastructure
& energy.
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Our head office is located in Hamburg. In Germany, we have branch offices in Bielefeld, Braunschweig, Bremen, Düsseldorf, Frankfurt, Munich and Stuttgart. Outside
Germany, we are represented by branch offices in London, Luxembourg, Paris and
Vienna, a representative office in Shanghai and an office in Zurich. Our subsidiaries
have their head offices in Hamburg, Boston, Chicago, Geneva, Luxembourg,
New York, San Francisco and Zurich.

Locations

Germany
Hamburg
Bielefeld
Braunschweig
Bremen
Düsseldorf
Frankfurt
Munich
Stuttgart
France
Paris

UK
London
Luxembourg
Luxembourg

USA
Boston
Chicago
New York
San Francisco

Austria
Vienna
Switzerland
Zurich
Geneva
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China
Shanghai
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Overall economic development
The modest upturn in the global economy following the major financial crisis of
2008/2009 continued in 2014, as worldwide economic output increased by nearly
2.5%, as in the preceding year. Major regional differences have, however, become
apparent. Whereas the United States gained momentum during the course of the year,
geopolitical risks temporarily cooled the economy in Germany and other countries
in core Europe in the summer.
Following the unusually cold start to 2014, which hampered economic activity in
the United States at the time, the US economy picked up speed rapidly thereafter. As
households and companies had worked to reduce their debt burden and deleverage
their balance sheets over recent years, they were able to tangibly expand their
spending during the course of the year. After growth of 2.4% in 2014, we expect an
even faster expansion in 2015, built in part on a robust labour market.
China has achieved a soft landing. The attempts made by the country’s political
leadership to transition slowly to a sustainable growth model are starting to bear
fruit. The pace of expansion has only decelerated slightly in the process to a still
respectable 7.4% p.a. In Japan, however, the short-term stimulus that Prime Minister
Abe implemented in 2013, with a new injection of liquidity and a weaker exchange
rate, quickly ran out of steam in 2014. The VAT rise in April hit the anaemic economy
so hard that Japan has barely risen above stagnation.
In Europe, the upturn that started in spring 2013 continued in 2014. Within
the overall picture, the reforming countries on the periphery of the eurozone, in
particular, were able to reap the first fruit of their tough austerity and reform efforts
of the previous years. Economic output in Spain, Greece, Ireland and Portugal
jumped sharply, while the persistently high unemployment rates declined. On the
other hand, France and Italy, which have not yet implemented any deeper reforms,
have failed to see their economies or labour markets turn around.
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Germany, which remains structurally strong, enjoyed a marked upturn with yearon-year growth rates of a solid 2% through to April 2014. From May, however, the
country entered a period of stagnation lasting half a year. While exports and private

»Low oil prices ar boosting the purchasing power of
consumers in the Western world and many emerging
markets. This is acting like a stimulus programme that
does not need to be financed with debt.«

consumption continued to expand, companies temporarily
pared back their capital spending. This is a typical reaction to
a confidence shock. Russia’s grab at parts of Ukraine and the
discussions about the required sanctions to discourage further
Russian aggression apparently caused many companies to

adopt a very cautious approach. Accordingly, at 1.6%, German growth did not fully
reach its potential in 2014.
All in all, we are cautiously optimistic for 2015. Low oil prices are boosting the
purchasing power of consumers in the Western world and many emerging markets.
This is acting like a stimulus programme that does not need to be financed with debt.
The United States and the UK are heading at growth rates of close to 3%. And cheaper
oil, a no longer overvalued currency and cheaper financing costs for households and
businesses point to additional growth for Germany and the eurozone. That said,
there is significant danger that political risks, including possible turmoil surrounding
Greece, could again dampen the mood of companies and temporarily affect their
willingness to invest.
The eurozone took some big steps on the route to banking union in autumn
2014. Although many risks remain, this should make the system less prone to crisis.
Moreover, many banks apparently succeeded in boosting their profitability in 2014
with conservative business models.
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Awards
In 2014, the quality of our services was once again acknowledged with a series of
awards. The report DIE ELITE DER VERMÖGENSVERWALTER (The Asset Managers
Elite) produced in cooperation with Handelsblatt noted that: »At Berenberg, portfolio
management is viewed holistically. The advisory and management offerings are not
limited to portfolio management, but also encompass analysis. This makes Berenberg a
profound corporate and family advisor.«
•	
global private banking awards 2014
– Best Private Bank in Germany

•	die elite der vermögensverwalter 2015 (handelsblatt)
– Summa cum laude (with top score)

•	
TELOS INSTITUTIONAL Investor Satisfaction Study 2014
– Overall Winner

•

Thomson Reuters Extel Survey
– Berenberg Chief Economist Dr Holger Schmieding:
Best Bank Economist for Europe
– First place – Pan-European Small- and Mid-Cap Sales
– Fourth place – Equity Research: Medical Technology
– Fourth place – Equity Research: Tobacco
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Financial performance
Earnings
Net profit for the year
The 2014 financial year closed with a net profit of €40.4 million (€66.1 million).

Net profit
€ million

60

After the previous year’s historic record earnings, the reporting period was used

66

for extensive investments in our successful business model. The London location in
particular was further boosted by current business operations. We also continued

40

to expand in the US, whereby we invested not only in our service-oriented business
activities, but also in particular in the supervisory activities and IT.
12

13

In its 2013 management report, the Bank had forecast that net profit for 2014

14

would be at a similar level. The opportunities presented over the course of the year
were used to make the investments described above. In addition, the interest margins
decreased more than planned due to the interest rate policy of the European Central
Bank (ECB). Although some planned transactions were postponed by the issuers to a
later date due to the lack of activity in the markets in the summer months, the strong
Investment Banking market position was expanded considerably.
The return on equity, calculated as the ratio of profit before tax to equity at the
start of the year, amounted to 28.8% after 46.9% in the previous year. The cost-income
ratio rose from 78.1% to 85.7% on the back of the investment activity. The ratio of
current net interest income (without income from participating interests/affiliated
companies) to net commission income was 10 : 90 (12 : 88), which underlines the
further increase in and substantial importance of commission-earning operations
for the Bank’s business model.
Net commission income
Net commission income increased steadily from year to year and once again
reached a record level in 2014. Net commission income, which is dominated by
securities operations, once again increased by 4.1% year on year from €234.4 million to €243.9 million in what was still a very volatile market environment. This
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development documents the Bank’s good positioning in the services business that is

Net commission income
€ million

so important for its business model.
Our strategy of broad-based securities operations with the three divisions (Private

206.4

234.4 243.9

Banking, Investment Banking and Asset Management) proved its worth in the
financial year just completed. Commission income also exceeded interest-earning
operations in the Corporate Banking division. Alongside the experience we have
demonstrated for years in services performed for our German and international

12

shipping clients, we were also increasingly able to generate commission income from
our structured finance activities.
Net interest income
Current net interest income decreased from €31.8 million to €26.8 million. Net
interest income was also influenced in 2014 by the historically low interest rate level.
Net interest income, which continues to decline compared to previous years, also
reflects our prudent lending policy.
As in the previous year, a distribution from the current profits of subsidiaries was
received during the reporting period.
Net trading income
The net income from trading activities decreased by 6.9% to €20.6 million (€22.2 million).
Since our operations are primarily service-oriented, we have only allocated
very manageable limits in the equities, bonds and foreign currencies segments.
FX trading is concentrating increasingly on commission-earning activities, which
meant it was also unable to match the very good results for proprietary trading rec
orded in the previous year. As in the previous year, a sum of €2.3 million (€2.5 million)
was allocated to a statutory reserve in accordance with Section 340g of the German
Commercial Code (HGB) in connection with Section 340e(4) HGB in the financial
year just ended. This amount is drawn from the net income from trading activities
to act as additional economic capital in the future.
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General administrative expenses, depreciation of tangible fixed assets and
amortisation of intangible assets
Due to the overall positive development of earnings and the future market opportunities presented to us we decided to invest broadly in the further consolidation and
expansion of our successful business model in the reporting year. At the same time,
the efficiency of existing processes was reviewed.
The number of employees rose once again year on year in 2014. Selective further
investments were made in highly qualified personnel and existing structures were
optimised. Personnel expenses rose to €155.3 million (€149.0 million) as a result.
Investments in modern IT, the implementation of new regulatory requirements
and the consolidation of our locations led to an increase in material costs and
depreciation charges on tangible fixed assets. Together with the increased personnel
expenses, this development led to a 9.6% increase in general administrative expenses
to €257.8 million, including depreciation of tangible fixed assets and amortisation
of intangible assets.
Risk provisions
Within the framework of risk provisioning, sufficient funds have been allocated to
valuation allowances and provisions for lending operations. All identifiable risks have
been taken into account in full using prudent valuation methods.

Financial and assets position
Capital base and principles
The Bank’s solid core capital was further increased in the financial year and amounted

Core capital ratio
Berenberg Group, %

14.4

to €181.1 million (€168.1 million) at the end of the year. In addition, there is sup-

15.3

plementary capital in the form of subordinated liabilities in the nominal amount of

13.2

€45.0 million (€45.0 million). The amount eligible to be included in the core capital
as a result of the remaining maturities of the subordinated loans was €37.8 million
(€45.0 million). Consequently, the Bank’s liable capital base amounted to €218.9 mil12

13

lion. The Bank already applies all of the new European capital adequacy rules and

14

has not taken advantage of the simplifying transitional provisions.
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The Bank’s total capital ratio in accordance with the Capital Requirements Regulation
(CRR) and the German Solvency Regulation (SolvV) amounted to 14.1% (17.3%)
at the end of the year, whereas the solid core capital ratio was 11.6% (12.9%). The
Berenberg Group (group of consolidated companies for regulatory purposes) had
a total capital ratio of 15.2% (18.8%) and a solid core capital ratio of 13.2% (15.3%)
at the reporting date. This level of equity funding places us comfortably above the
statutory requirements.
Our ratio in accordance with the German Liquidity Regulation (LiqV) also
exceeded the industry average, at an annual average of 3.9 (3.9) and 3.1 (4.5) at yearend, and is well above the requirements of the German Federal Financial Supervisory
Authority (BaFin).
Funding and securities in the liquidity reserve
Berenberg can meet all its funding needs from customer deposits, while regularly
generating a high liquidity surplus. The Treasury business unit invests the majority
of this surplus in top-rated bonds with the goal of minimising possible credit risks.
At year-end, the portfolio consisted of bonds and other fixed-income securities
with a volume of €2,411.5 million (€2,592.6 million). This portfolio is dominated
by securities issued by German public issuers (68.7%) and securities with a German
state or public guarantee (28.7%).
The remaining maturity of these holdings averaged two years at year-end, meaning that the spread change risk inherent in the portfolio is limited. The interest rate
risk is regularly restricted to the 3- or 6-month Euribor. The vast majority is deposited
at Deutsche Bundesbank, which ensures the availability of a high refinancing facility
with the European Central Bank in the event of an unexpected short-term liquidity
requirement.
At the same time, shares with a carrying amount of €83.6 million (€83.6 million)
are held in investment funds as part of the liquidity reserve. With this, we are pursuing
reduced-risk investment strategies based on international equity indexes and applying
active (but still short) duration management with respect to fixed income bonds.
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Total assets and business volume
Total assets in the reporting period remained at a level similar to the previous year.

Total assets
€ billion

4.3

4.5

They amounted to €4,514.0 million (€4,525.2 million) at year-end and continue to be

4.5

characterised by a high level of liabilities to clients in the amount of €3,199.3 million
(€3,390.4 million). Client deposits accordingly amounted to 70.9% (74.9%) of total
assets.
Liabilities to banks primarily consist of client trust funds held on deposit by our

12

13

Swiss banking subsidiary. They increased by €219.5 million to €897.0 million.
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Receivables from banks increased to €602.7 million (€548.7 million). The majority of the excess liquidity was again invested in bonds issued by German public-sector
issuers instead of receivables from banks. The short-term excess liquidity remained
in the form of central bank balances.
Receivables from customers increased from €642.3 million to €749.6 million. The
increase was attributable mainly to the investment in promissory note loans issued
by German states in the amount of €111.2 million.
The expanded business volume decreased slightly from €4,622.7 million to
€4,586.2 million.
Credit volume
The expanded credit volume increased to €821.8 million (€739.8 million). It consisted
of receivables from customers in the amount of €749.6 million (€642.3 million)
and contingent receivables from guarantees and other indemnities in the amount of
€72.2 million (€97.5 million).
Overall statement on the results of operations, net assets and the financial
position
Earnings continued to develop positively and were used for extensive investments in
our successful business model. The core capital resources were once again expanded
and net assets are in good shape. Solvency was guaranteed at all times and the liquidity
position is extremely comfortable.
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Performance of the business divisions
Private Banking
The underlying conditions for Private Banking became much more complex in
2014 as a result of the constantly changing needs of our clients, uncertain capital
markets and increasing regulatory requirements. Berenberg Private Banking has been
restructured accordingly. The strategic decisions that were taken target: (1) uniform
management and the associated international integration of our solutions offer;
(2) a broad-based, holistic definition of our advice; (3) segmentation in accordance
with client needs and the establishment of seven centres of competence to develop
appropriate solutions and advisory models; (4) a broadened understanding of our
advisors as knowledge managers and the associated systematic collaboration with
other business units and external specialists; and (5) a clear commitment to investment
advisory as a second pillar alongside mandated portfolio management.
Uniform management and international integration
The previously separate units, Private Banking Germany and International Private
Banking (Switzerland and the UK), have been consolidated and placed under common
leadership in response to the increasing internationalisation of our activities, with a
view to effectively satisfying the growing needs of our clients. Berenberg today offers
private banking services at a total of 11 locations in Germany, Switzerland and the
UK. This approach ensures that the broad knowledge we possess can be applied to
all our clients across regional and national borders.
Holistic advisory model
The holistic advisory model was put firmly in the spotlight in 2014. Our experts
consider themselves the point of contact for our clients, regarding any and all questions and issues that may have a direct or indirect impact on their wealth.
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Focus on client needs – seven centres of competence
To live up to the major claim associated with this approach, we have identified
client groups which – while fully recognising their individuality – face similar
challenges. The advice we give to our clients is based on the issues and questions
they each encounter and not the level of wealth they entrust to us. In line with
this principle, we serve family entrepreneurs, key clients (clients with particularly
complex requirements, such as following a successful company exit), maritime,
senior executives, professional athletes, foundations and high-net-worth individuals.
Cross-regional and in some cases international centres of competence have been set
up for each client group. This is where specially trained advisors – generalists with
daily client contact – analyse the operational environment of the client group and
devise appropriate solution models. These centres of competence provide for advice
that is geared specifically to the respective client needs.
Advisors as knowledge managers
The local advisors thus take on the role of knowledge managers for their clients. They
bring to the table the required specialist knowledge from the Private Banking centres
of competence, the other business divisions such as Investment Banking and Asset
Management and, where necessary, external specialists. Furthermore, our clients
benefit equally from our strong equity research and our impressive competence in
economics. Ultimately, investment banking services like secondary placings of equity
tranches, M&A and structured loans are also of great importance for our strongly
business-minded Private Banking clients with their complex asset holdings.
Commitment to advisory
In accordance with our holistic claim, it is a matter of course for Berenberg that we
make a clear commitment to the advisory business despite the constantly increasing
regulatory requirements. This sets Berenberg apart from numerous competitors
which have discontinued their advisory activities. Alongside portfolio management,
investment advisory forms a further core element of our services offer.
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Highly trained, experienced advisors observe all investment classes and their interplay
for our clients. Where necessary, they call in the experts from our Chief Investment
Ofiice and the analysts in our Investment Banking division to pro-

»D espite the constantly increasing regulatory
requirements, we are committed to providing
This means that, with Berenberg, our clients continue to have the
investment advice, which sets us apart from our
choice of two high-quality solutions for their investments. They
competitors.«
vide our clients with innovative, personalised investment solutions.

can either delegate the realisation of their investment goals to the

professional portfolio managers in our Portfolio Management department or take
the decisions regarding their investments personally in a dialogue with their advisor
and on the basis of thorough assessments and analysis.
All in all, the Private Banking division has performed extremely well and grown
rapidly in a very demanding environment shaped by persistently low interest rates,
falling bond yields, volatile stock markets, tighter regulatory requirements, falling
margins and persistently uncertain financial and capital markets. We recorded
satisfying growth in the assets entrusted to us in all three countries (Germany,
Switzerland and the UK). Referrals and recommendations from existing clients
together with new clients provided for a sharp rise in assets under management. The
policy of boosting our international operations, investing in internationally trained
and experienced private bankers and their continuing professional development,
and continually building up and expanding selected teams has proved successful.
Our Private Banking division achieved a satisfying performance in a very difficult
environment and succeeded in maintaining growth.
The strategic and personnel-related reorganisation of our Portfolio Management
department has also started to bear fruit. This forms an essential pillar of our Private
Banking division. The number of mandates it has won increased sharply yet again.
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Portfolio Management
Our Portfolio Management department pursues the goal of protecting and increasing
the wealth of our clients in real terms over the long run. This may take various forms,
depending on the type of mandate, as we make a distinction between benchmarkoriented, dynamic and total-return-oriented mandates.
We aspire to fully satisfy the high expectations of our clients with regard to
performance, process and product quality, and transparency.
Our central investment philosophy is based on a largely anticyclical, fundamentally discretionary approach that looks to secure an optimum distribution of assets
across several classes of investment.
It starts with the continuous, in-depth analysis of all the major financial and
capital markets. The bank-wide opinion of Berenberg is then formulated by the
framework-setting Investment Committee led by the Chief Investment Officer.
Investment strategists and portfolio managers from various regions under the Chief
Investment Officer subsequently define the tactical and strategic allocation in the
various client mandates.
In Portfolio Management, where the main focus is on managing risks and evaluating opportunities, the investment decisions that have been made are translated into
specific structures in line with the respective mandate type. The management services
provided by Portfolio Management encompass both the careful, objective selection of
attractive investments in accordance with the best-select method, as well as constant
monitoring. The focus of our Portfolio Management is on fungible investment classes
such as equities, bonds and liquid alternative investments.
Above all, we strive to create efficient portfolio structures in line with individual
investment and risk guidelines and ensure tactical management in accordance with
the market situation. Both portfolio management, which is required to adhere to
individual investment guidelines, and risk management are supported by state-ofthe-art software and professional analysis tools.
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Investment Banking
Our Investment Banking division offers a broad range of banking and advisory
services. It is divided into two segments: Equities and Financial Markets.

Equities
Equity Research
Our 80-strong team of analysts initiated coverage on 110 listed companies in 2014,

Equity Research
sectors:

taking the total to nearly 600. We have also become more international in outlook,

•	Business Services/
Transport & Leisure
• Consumer
• Cyclicals
• Energy & Materials
• Financials
• Healthcare
• Mid Cap
•	TMT (Technology, Media &
Telecommunications)

tracking just as many UK firms as German. We even analyse 21 US stocks, with plans
to raise that number over the coming years. The analyst teams are divided into eight
sectors, with 28 sub-sectors. This enables us to cover all relevant corporations – from
small caps to large caps – in the appropriate sectors.
In 2013, we introduced the ATLAS concept – standing for Alpha, Thought
Leadership, Access and Service – to represent the services we offer. We present our
best buy and sell ideas in the Alpha studies, with considerable success. In the two
years since the studies were introduced, the selected equities have outperformed the
market by double-digit margins in both absolute and relative terms.
We have increased the number of specialist conferences we run from 10 to 14, and
here, too, we have become more international in outlook with events in London,
Zurich/Geneva, Paris, Frankfurt and New York. At the same time, we experienced
even greater interest from investors in our flagship conferences in Munich and Pennyhill Park near London. To complement the expansion of our presence across the
Atlantic, we are planning to stage our first major investor conference in the United
States in 2015.
Following on from the product offensive in 2013, we revised our sales strategy
during the reporting period and modernised the design of our research. Furthermore,
greater standardisation in the presentation of the figures will enable us to offer our
clients more customised analysis across our full coverage.
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We have also decided to distribute much fewer physical research reports by post and
make greater use of digital distribution channels such as our »Best of Berenberg« app.
We consider it particularly important to maintain a dialogue with our clients. The
number of client meetings held by our analysts increased again in 2014, by over 16%
to around 10,000. Our senior analysts each held an average of 250 meetings every
year in 13 European countries as well as the United States and Canada.
All in all, we have succeeded in establishing ourselves as a top 10 research house
for European equities with our clients in just a few years.
Equity Institutional Sales
2014 was another year of challenging and volatile markets. While trading volumes
in Europe saw some improvement compared to 2013, they remain materially below
pre-crisis levels. 2014 also saw a number of sector rotation moves which presented
an incremental challenge for market participants. Nevertheless, the strength of the
Berenberg global sales team was demonstrated by the deepening and broadening of
institutional client relationships, securing more market share and delivering another
year of strong secondary commission growth.
Our successful sales philosophy remains unchanged. We service our clients to the
highest professional standards, tenaciously and with the utmost integrity, supported
by an excellent research product. Our focus on maintaining this philosophy continues
to shape who we recruit and helps retain the staff we have.

»We paid close attention to the US market from our
three offices in New York, Boston and San Francisco.«

The global sales team continued to grow in 2014, ending the
year at 56 people. The United States was a particular focus,
where we added 11 new sales people across three regional

offices in New York, Boston and San Francisco. Our global sales team boasts strong
coverage across all client types and investment styles and across all the major
geographic hubs in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Europe and the United States. In
total, we service well over 700 clients.
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Our strong Sales and Research teams, working in combination with Sales Trading and
Trading, continue to rapidly develop the way our equities franchise is perceived by
clients. Our climb up the rankings on client broker votes continued apace, reflected
in the close to 30% growth in our secondary commission revenues.
We also had another very strong year in our corporate business, with more
European ECM transactions than any of our closest competitors. We worked on
multiple IPOs, capital increases and rights issues, including Rocket Internet AG in
Germany as joint global coordinator and joint bookrunner.
Looking ahead, the opportunity in European equities remains very attractive.
While the environment continues to be competitive, a number of our competitors are
finding life very challenging. We are well armed to capitalise on this and to strengthen
our position as a key player.
Equity Execution
The growth trend seen in recent years continued in 2014. Our trading volume
expanded faster than the European market, allowing us to take market share again in
2014. The reporting period saw the definitive breakthrough from small- and mid-cap
boutique to international pan-European broker. The proportion of pan-European
equities traded grew faster than German equities. In particular, trading in UK equities
and the now even distribution of the daily order volume between small-, mid- and
large-cap securities were important factors in our growth.
To expand our equity trading activity, we are planning to set up a trading desk in
New York during 2015. This will give us two advantages. First, American clients will
be able to trade US equities with Berenberg (the FINRA securities regulator requires an
office in the United States for this) and second, we will enhance the service provided
to our European clients in US equity trading.
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Equity Capital Markets
The Equity Capital Markets department primarily supports IPOs, capital increases
and secondary placings, and advises on public acquisitions. Its clients are corpor
ations, company founders, families and private equity companies.
With 24 successful transactions, we exceeded the previous year’s total of 22. One
significant feature in 2014 was that we featured among the leading syndicate banks
in almost all instances.
The reporting period was characterised by a number of outstanding transactions.

The most deals

Berenberg played a leading role in the year’s biggest public offering in German-

Equity Capital Markets transactions in
2014 in the German-speaking region

No. of
deals
20
15
14
14
12
11
8
8
6
6

Lead bank

Vol.*

Berenberg
J.P. Morgan
UBS
Deutsche Bank
Goldman Sachs
Credit Suisse
Morgan Stanley
BoA Merrill Lynch
Commerzbank
Citi

1.37
3.83
3.03
4.87
5.08
1.32
1.99
3.13
1.02
2.11

* € billion
Source: Dealogic

speaking countries (Germany, Austria and Switzerland), the €1.4 billion IPO of
Rocket Internet AG. In addition, we accompanied the spin-off of Buwog AG from
the Immofinanz Group, the biggest such transaction in the German-speaking region
last year.
Berenberg also succeeded in demonstrating its capital market competence outside
of the German-speaking region. We played a key role in the success of Applus
Group’s IPO which, with a volume of €1.2 billion, was the second-largest Spanish
public offering in 2014. Furthermore, the ECM team acted as Global Coordinator for
a British IPO for the first time in December 2014 with the Market Tech Group. At
the same time, we also conducted transactions in France and have been mandated
to act in further European transactions outside Germany in 2015.

Börsen-Zeitung

Alongside our involvement in IPOs, we also carried out a number of capital
increases. Thus, we placed €88 million for Kuka AG, €140 million for Westgrund
AG and €130 million for Prime Office AG. Activities involving secondary placings
also developed positively. Among other things, we placed two blocks of Drillisch AG
shares (€143 million and €69 million), two tranches of Rhön-Klinikum AG shares
(€160 million and €64 million), €91 million of treasury shares issued by Vossloh AG
and a £203 million block of shares in the UK-based Stock Spirits Group.
This success is reflected in the league tables. In terms of transaction numbers,
Berenberg has, according to the data providers Dealogic and Bloomberg, become the
leader in the cash equities segment in the German-speaking region for the first time.
We succeeded in adding several experienced transaction specialists to our teams
in Frankfurt and London so that the success of the ECM segment is guaranteed for
2015 and the years to come.
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Debt Capital Markets
Berenberg improved its already significant position in bond issuing (debt capital
markets) in 2014 by successfully executing numerous international transactions
involving corporate bonds, convertibles, covered bonds, promissory notes and semigovernment bonds. Berenberg acted as bookrunner eight times for such transactions.
Among others, it is worth highlighting the first €500 million benchmark issue as
Sole Global Coordinator and Bookrunner for Slovakia, the private placements of
€210 million (floating) and €35 million (fixed) for the Province of Lower Austria
as well as a €275 million convertible bond complete with increase for Grand City
Properties S.A. in the corporate segment and the €250 million Hapag-Lloyd bond in
the high-yield segment, for the placement of which Berenberg played a leading role in
the market. We also placed further international transactions in Greece (Intralot S.A.,
€250 million, high yield) and the UK (Playtech PLC, €297 million, convertible) with
great success.
M&A Advisory
The M&A market in general proved to be relatively stable and brisk across various
transaction activities in 2014, with activities being driven strongly by US-based com
panies and private equity investors. Alongside continuing consolidation and balancing
processes – including in the healthcare sector – favourable financing conditions were
also key. From the point of view of Berenberg M&A Advisory, the reporting period
was dominated by a number of high-calibre transactions in the public M&A and
private equity segments. In this context, we successfully conducted transactions with
a total volume in excess of €1.25 billion, reinforcing our position as one of the leading
M&A advisors in the German-speaking region for all types of complex situations. In
particular, our all-round advisory model made a considerable, direct contribution to
our success in the special segment of takeover defence advice for listed companies.
Hence, Berenberg M&A Advisory provided advice to R. Stahl AG and Hawesko
Holding AG, among others, on attempted takeovers in 2014. The existing mandate
situation and the strategic orientation towards public M&A and private equity will
again make a significant contribution to the success of the Bank as a whole in 2015.
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Financial Markets
Fixed Income Research
To pool our research competence, the Fixed Income Research department, which
previously operated out of two bases in Hamburg and Düsseldorf, was consolidated
under a single roof at the Frankfurt office during the reporting period. During this
process, we successfully pressed ahead with the integration of our research in the
Debt Capital Markets and Fixed Income Sales Trading value chains. Furthermore,
we have carried out a strategic realignment of our corporate bond research activity to
concentrate on high-yield bonds and have stepped up collaboration with colleagues
from Equity Research.
Fixed Income Sales Trading
Geopolitical risks coupled with falling commodity prices, an anaemic economy,
fears of deflation and the consequent monetary policy responses from the European
Central Bank caused yields to decline sharply, thus presenting a major challenge
for investors. The consequence was a willingness to assume greater risks, but also
increasing caution during the course of the year. Building on long-established, stable
client relationships and a constantly expanded range of products, we succeeded in
increasing our earnings slightly in 2014. A key role in this regard was played by the
ever-greater placement capacity of our expanding sales team for corporate bonds
and convertibles in London.
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Forex Trading
In the forex segment, 2014 was characterised by long periods of range-bound
movements and a continuation of the associated historically low implied volatilities.
Berenberg Forex Trading again beat its earnings targets, despite these challenges.
In response to the market conditions outlined above, our clients demonstrated
a similar level of demand for hedging as in the previous year. Once more, charttechnology-based proprietary trading accounted for a good portion of the aggregate
earnings.
The daily trading volume increased by over 15%, in line with an expansion of
operating activities. A new team in Zurich was added to the forex sales activity with
a view to stepping up the support we provide to clients in Switzerland and Austria.
The electronic trading channels were expanded further in response to the greater
requirements of many market participants.
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Transactions concluded
IPO

Spin-off

IPO

IPO

10% Capital Increase

Secondary Placing

for

EUR 1.4bn
Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner
Secondary Placing

EUR 1.3bn*

EUR 1.2bn

EUR 470m

EUR 367m

GBP 203m

Financial Advisor to
BUWOG

Co-Lead Manager

Joint Bookrunner

Co-Bookrunner

Co-Lead Manager

Rights Issue

IPO

Capital Increase

Secondary Placing

Secondary Placing
of Treasury Shares

for

for

EUR 160m

EUR 143m

EUR 140m

GBP 100m

EUR 130m

EUR 129m

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Pre-Placement and
Rights Issue

Secondary Placing
of Treasury Shares

<10% Capital Increase

10% Capital Increase
and Secondary
Placing

Secondary Placing

Rights Issue

EUR 119m

EUR 91m

EUR 88m

EUR 73m

EUR 69m

EUR 67m

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Joint Bookrunner

Secondary Placing

Secondary Placing

Secondary Placing
of Treasury Shares

Secondary Placing
of Treasury Shares

10% Capital Increase

<10% Capital Increase

EUR 64m

CHF 44m

EUR 39m

EUR 27m

EUR 21m

EUR 10m

Joint Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

for

* market cap at listing date
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Convertible

Convertible
Tap

Convertible

Convertible

Bond
Senior Unsecured

EUR 297m
0.500%/27.5%
11/2019

EUR 125m
1.500%/27.5%
02/2019

EUR 45m
0.875%/20%
03/2019

EUR 150m
1.500%/27.5%
02/2019

EUR 250m
7.500% 10/2019

Bookrunner

Joint Lead Manager
and Joint Bookrunner

Joint Lead Manager
and Joint Bookrunner

Joint Lead Manager
and Joint Bookrunner

Bond
Senior Unsecured

Bond
Senior Unsecured

Bond Tap
Senior Unsecured

Bond
Senior Unsecured

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner
Government Bond

Slovak Republic
EUR 100m
0.132% 10/2019

EUR 210m
0.234% 10/2019

EUR 100m
6.000% 04/2019

EUR 250m
6.000%
05/2021

EUR 500m
3.60% Registered
Notes 02/2034

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Sole Global
Coordinator and
Sole Bookrunner

Joint Global
Coordinator and
Joint Bookrunner

Co-Lead Manager

Sole Lead Manager

Acquisition Financing

Acquisition Financing

Financial Advisory

Syndicated Loan

Unitranche Financing

Financing
of the acquisition of a
clinic chain

Financing
of the acquisition
of an education and
training provider

Structuring of the
Group financing for
Vossloh AG

Structuring and
arrangement of the
consortium financing

Financing
of the acquisition
of Hussel SüßwarenFachgeschäfte

Lender

Mandated Lead Arran
ger and Coordinator

Financial Advisor

Mandated Lead Arran
ger and Coordinator

Sole Lead Arranger
(Super Senior RCF)

Public takeover offer
for Hawesko Holding
by TOCOS
Beteiligungen

Public takeover
offer for Swisslog
by KUKA

Acquisition of M+W
Process Automation
by ATS Automation
Tooling Systems

Public takeover
offer for R. STAHL
by Weidmüller

Sale of
rola Security
Solutions GmbH to
T-Systems
International

Advisor to the target

Advisor to the buyer

Advisor to the buyer

Advisor to the target

Advisor to the sellers
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Asset Management
The Asset Management business division can look back on an equally eventful
and successful business year, with an increase of 40% in assets under management
recorded. Today, 59 employees manage €16.1 billion worldwide for institutional
investors in over 100 mandates. The largest client group are pension funds, followed
by insurers, family offices, industrial enterprises and financial service providers.
Clearly, the business is becoming ever more demanding for asset managers.
We are responding to this challenge, having already initiated strategic measures in
this regard over recent years, making appropriate investments as a result. We have
succeeded in increasing our earnings in the face of persistently low interest rates and
the increasing regulation and automation of the industry.
We have continually expanded our presence in our German-speaking domestic
market and reinforced our capabilities in account management and acquisition.
Notably, we won an EU-wide public tender placed by the Vienna Chamber of
Lawyers for a value-protection mandate in the field of pension provision. Also worth
highlighting are the mandates received from two major DAX-listed corporations,
both of which commissioned us for total-return mandates running into hundreds
of millions of euros.
We also see large growth potential for actively managed, quantitative investment
strategies in international markets. We have similarly been providing our services

»Large growth potential also exists for active, quantitative strategies in international markets.«

for over three years now in the UK, which has become a key
market for us in Europe alongside the German-speaking
region. In 2014, Berenberg was given a currency overlay

management mandate for €4.3 billion by Aerion Fund Management, one of the
biggest in-house pension fund managers in the UK. Aerion, which acts on behalf of
the National Grid UK Pension Fund, is having the currency exposure of its foreign
investments managed dynamically by means of a bespoke hedging strategy devised
by Berenberg.
Looking ahead, we wish to offer our asset management solutions in Scandinavia.
As these clients will be advised by our UK office, we have added to our relationship
management team in London.
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To expand our global footprint, we have set up a subsidiary in New York. Berenberg
Asset Management LLC obtained a permit from the US Securities and Exchange
Commission in 2014 to act as an investment advisor in the United States. An
additional office was opened in Chicago in October. In response to the increasing
level of international activity, the major global investment consultants are also served
from our New York base.
The relevant internationalisation strategy is clearly reflected in our client structure
and assets under management: whereas in 2009 over 80% of assets still came from
Germany, today almost half of the capital comes from non-German investors.
Global distribution – central production
While we offer our active, quantitative strategies to institutional investors worldwide,
our entire Portfolio Management team operates out of the head office in Hamburg.
The offer comprises the following:
•	
Selection Management: Stock selection strategies for Europe/the eurozone, emerging markets, global and other liquid market segments, and systematic selection
strategies for European sovereign, corporate and financial bonds, covered bonds,
emerging markets, money-market and near-money-market investments.
• Total Return Management: Option strategies to generate additional market-neutral
returns and multi-asset solutions with active strategy allocation.
•	
Overlay Management: Strategies for the systematic hedging of currency, equity,
interest rate and commodity risks, and management of value floors.
In the bond market, higher returns could be generated with emerging market bonds,
depending on the strategy. BERENBERG EMERGING MARKETS BOND SELECTION,
which has a relatively neutral interest rate risk against the benchmark and aims to
optimise yield using an active country allocation, invested very successfully in the
market for emerging market bonds on the basis of a quantitative model. This fund
was one of the best performers in its peer group in 2014.
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On the stock markets, the year proved to be highly volatile largely due to the conflict
between Russia and Ukraine. Our active, quantitative equity strategy proved its worth
in this market environment. The BERENBERG EUROPEAN EQUITY SELECTION retail
fund boasts a demonstrably successful track record, beating the benchmark EURO
STOXX 50 TR index by more than 20% since its inception in October 2010.
Our strategies for total return management are becoming increasingly attractive in
a period of low capital market returns. We have built on our reputation as a specialist
for market-neutral option strategies and succeeded in acquiring major new clients
for our DyMACS strategies. In particular, it is the consistency and stability of our
performance that makes us stand out in this segment.
Overlay management is a very important topic for us. Interest in dynamic
hedging strategies for market price risks increased sharply, as impressively reflected

»Asset Management is one of the five biggest active
currency managers in the world.«

in the total assets under overlay. A highly satisfactory
performance was achieved in the mandates involving
hedging strategies thanks to the strong trend markets.

In currency overlay, we have had a real money track record since 2002 and gained
a place among the top five in the world as an active currency manager. Notably,
demand for our expertise came from international and global investors who were
looking to hedge against currency risk.
Conferences in Germany and abroad
The Institutional Money Congress 2014 in Frankfurt is the most important conference
for institutional investors from the German-speaking areas of Europe. Berenberg
here acted as an on-site exhibitor. In 2014, 700 investors gathered to discuss potential
investment ideas.
At the 26th Finance Symposium 2014 in Mannheim, the largest finance event for
treasurers and financial managers in the German-speaking countries, Berenberg ran
workshops on liquidity management, currency risk management and corporate
finance, among others.
Some 25 institutional investors accepted the invitation to attend the first Asset
Management Conference in London. Alongside a talk on the macroeconomic outlook
from our UK chief economist, strategies that allow risks to be managed whilst returns
are optimised were presented under the title »Mind the Fall«.
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In November 2014, we welcomed over 60 institutional investors representing a capital
volume of around €250 billion in the Frankfurt branch for the first time for the 15th
Berenberg Asset Management Conference. Risk management was the central theme
of this conference. A panel of investors discussed the topic of capital investment
risks amid persistently low interest rates, providing some fascinating insights into the
issues. The guest speakers included former German defence minister Karl-Theodor
Freiherr von und zu Guttenberg, Middle East expert Dr Antonia Rados and former
WikiLeaks spokesperson Daniel Domscheit-Berg.
Berenberg received top marks in the Telos Investor Screening, with the Bank
being named the overall winner of this client satisfaction study for the sixth time
in a row. Besides looking at the current and future market situation, rating agency
Telos and management consultancy Homburg & Partner analysed the satisfaction
of institutional investors with their asset managers and their loyalty, and conducted
219 interviews in this regard. Berenberg achieved the top ranking in the fields of risk
management, sector competence and product range.
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Corporate Banking
This business division encompasses traditional corporate client operations together
with the shipping and real estate financing activities. Furthermore, the specialists in
the Structured Finance department and, more recently, the Infrastructure & Energy
department have helped to expand the special topics we cover and extend the services
we offer. The focus in 2014 was on expanded offerings, especially nationwide, increased advisory activity and close cooperation with Investment Banking. Moreover,
we once again achieved a gratifying risk result. In addition to our traditional corporate
and shipping clients, we succeeded in gaining semi-institutional clients. On the basis
of transaction activities and in cooperation with other divisions, our business with
institutional investors and large single family offices has developed extremely well,
especially with regard to larger shareholdings.
Present and future investments to expand our products and services will lead to
a larger offer for our clients.
Corporate Clients
In our operations involving corporate clients, we advise companies capable of
tapping the capital markets and SMEs in the German-speaking region, many of
which are family-run. We expanded our activities, focusing mainly on interest and
currency management, wealth investment and transactions. This was aided by our
special capabilities at the interface between enterprise, entrepreneur and shareholder,
together with the increasing demand – especially from SMEs – for objective advice
on financing issues. Extending credit is not the focal point of the client relationship,
taking place only in cases where we develop touchpoints with other areas of the Bank.
Structured Finance
Our specialists are active in transaction financing and financial advisory, cooperating
closely with financial investors and accompanying enterprises and entrepreneurs in
complex deals frequently involving equity-based financing. The trend for financing
structures not seen since before the Lehman crisis, as described in the 2013 Annual
Report, has grown even stronger. Loan funds have become established as alternative
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sources of finance, especially in the field of acquisition finance alongside the banks that
provide credit finance. Collaborating with loan funds represents a further possibility
in our business model, as we are able to co-finance low-risk portions in lucrative
transactions in super-senior structures that would otherwise have been impossible to
realise in usual structures for business policy reasons, due to high levels of debt. In
this regard, we were able to assist the financial investor Emeram with its acquisition
of the Hussel Group using such a structure.
Alongside the transaction finance activities that performed extremely well despite
the difficult market conditions, we also offer financial advisory services and acquired
lucrative advisory mandates, such as the one for Vossloh AG.
We expect to see lending policies ease further in our relevant markets, driven
strongly by alternative lenders. In this environment, we will leverage our experience
with loans coupled with our outstanding access to investors to perform a key advisory
function for our clients and continue to provide finance directly on a highly selective
basis for specific transactions only.
Infrastructure & Energy
During the reporting period, we added the Infrastructure & Energy department to
the division’s sector expertise. We advise clients and investors on all transaction-,
financing- and project-related questions in this very attractive market environment.
This may, for example, lead to the formation of syndicates for the financing of energy
and infrastructure projects together with banks and institutional investors. In addition,
we offer advice for asset-based transactions and structure and implement equity
capital solutions for institutional investors on a case-by-case basis.
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Shipping
The picture remained largely unchanged in 2014, with the shipping markets dom
inated by overcapacities, strong ordering activities and geopolitical crises. With the
exception of the tanker market, which performed better in the third quarter on
account of falling oil prices, rates in the main segments of container shipping and
bulk carriers again fell sharply in some cases.
We focused on supporting shipping companies and institutional investors to
realise their transactions. This entailed the arrangement and structuring of acquisition
financing and the procurement of equity and debt. Our services in this field are free
of the conflicts of interest that can arise in banks with large loan books. We aim to
expand and reinforce these services rapidly by hiring further specialists.
We made greater use of the inefficient financing markets and expanded our
ship loan book selectively with low-risk exposures. Our Shipping department once
again proved to be a strong source of earnings for the Bank, built around a defensive
risk strategy. This primarily encompasses income from cash management and
deposits business together with financial risk management. Furthermore, in placing a
€250 million bond for Hapag-Lloyd AG, we illustrated how the shipping markets and
the capital markets are drawing closer together for our clients and for us as a bank.
Real Estate
We advise our clients on the financing of real estate, and provide land-purchase
loans and construction bridging loans to selected project developers and builders
for financing commercial and residential construction projects focused on central
locations in Germany’s seven largest cities. This business unit collaborates closely
with the Bank’s Real Estate Office to provide the best possible coverage for all real
estate matters.
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Cross-divisional services
Real Estate Office
The Real Estate Office expanded further in 2014, taking on more personnel in various
areas. Besides providing all-round advice on the economics of all aspects of real estate
as a capital investment, the Real Estate Office concentrates on discreet transaction
processes for buyers and sellers alike. The range of services offered also includes
value-based asset management, which is particularly important across the real estate
cycle. Numerous mandates were carried out in both areas.
Of note, the »Spectrum am UKE« commercial and medical building at HamburgEppendorf University Medical Centre was successfully placed with our clients at the
beginning of 2014. The »Opera Offices Neo« development in the centre of Hamburg
was acquired as a further exclusive participation option. The planned total investment
volume of the special AIF (alternative investment fund) totals around €43 million.
The Real Estate Office is available to provide support on real estate topics for all
units within the Bank, creating added value on an inter-disciplinary basis with its
profound real estate expertise.
Banks Cooperation
We have been collaborating successfully with over a hundred regional banks in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland for more than ten years now. While we cooperate exclusively with savings banks in Germany, in the other countries we have
concentrated on cooperative banks.
These arrangements centre on our portfolio management services. Our partners
make exclusive use of our thorough capital market expertise, offering this know-how
to a selected group of clients. Increasing regulatory requirements, a challenging
interest rate environment and the clients’ demands for highly professional investment strategies make our cooperation model even more attractive. All in all, we
increased the assets we manage for the clients of our cooperation partners to well
over €1 billion in 2014.
Cooperation partners made ever greater use of other services we offer during the
reporting period, including real estate investments, M&A and our financial advisory
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offer. This means we are increasingly able to expand cooperation to the corporate
client activities of our partners in addition to the private banking units that are very
significant for us.
Looking ahead, our activities will focus on expanding the content of the cooper
ation offer, stepping up collaboration with the individual institutions and acquiring
new partners.
External Asset Management Office
During the reporting period, we once again expanded our operations involving
external asset managers significantly in terms of both content and staffing. The
Berenberg External Asset Management Office now has 15 employees and also has
a presence in Düsseldorf, Frankfurt and Munich alongside Hamburg. Strategic
advisory, business start-up and succession planning as well as marketing and sales
support have been added to the existing range of services relating to accounts and
securities accounts, research and trading. This was accompanied by the creation of
a depositary function for investment funds with Luxembourg as their domicile and
the organisational separation of the External Asset Management Office from the
Private Banking business division. Our events concept was also aligned to reach
specific target groups. Under the names »Ansichten« (views), »Auszeit« (time out),
»Klartext« (clear words) and »Mehrwerte« (added value), we now run a series of
periodic and clearly defined events aimed at securing greater loyalty from our clients.
We are convinced that the present line-up will enable us to evolve into the most
innovative and efficient bank service provider for external asset managers and feature
as their strategic partner.
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Berenberg Art Consult
Under the name Berenberg Art Consult, we offer art advice as an in-house Bank
service. This primarily relates to valuations and recommendations for the purchase
and sale of artworks, although other services, such as the placement of restoration
work, are also involved. In 2014, for example, the sale of a large legacy of classicalmodern works of art was prepared. Art Consult has helped a number of clients to
acquire high-value paintings. The art collection of an entrepreneur has been greatly
expanded and an exhibition of this collection at the coming Biennale in Venice
prepared. We are regularly available to give our clients guided tours and advice at
major international art fairs in places such as Maastricht, Basel and London.
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Employees
The headcount in the Berenberg Group rose by 9% overall in the reporting period

Workforce as at 31 December
including subsidiaries

1,116

1,147

to 1,250 (2013: 1,147), of whom 1,133 (1,046) work in the Bank.

1,250

After taking account of the Bank’s greater international orientation by introducing
new concepts in our management development approach, we will now also offer an
international trainee programme for our graduate intake and consolidate the schemes
that have run in parallel in Germany and the UK.

12

13

2014 was also characterised by efforts to adjust our processes and structures

14

to match the modified underlying conditions. As the constantly rising headcount
demonstrates, the changes were due less to cost-cutting and more to a strategic
orientation of the business fields with a view to reinforcing our competitiveness. For
this reason, our employees also welcomed the changes, which is not necessarily a
matter of course. At this point, we wish to offer a sincere vote of thanks to all our
employees for their outstanding performance and willingness to embrace change.
We would also like to expressly thank the Works Council for its constructive
attitude and involvement.
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Risk report
We continued to apply our conservative risk strategy in the reporting period. This
deliberate focus on less risky, service-oriented business divisions once again proved
its value. The Bank’s liquidity situation was very good throughout 2014. Our deposit
surplus goes into a securities portfolio dominated by paper issued by German publicsector issuers with short remaining maturities. At no time did the Bank conduct
proprietary investments in securitised credit structures or similar investments.
Our risk management process is characterised by its strategic focus on servicesbased business divisions, combined with the use of modern risk measurement
methods ideally suited to our corporate structure.
The main risk types we analyse in our risk management process are counterparty,
market price, operational and liquidity risk. Reputation risks are evaluated as part of
the management of operational risk. We also analyse the risk of earnings collapsing.
Our approach to managing earnings risk is intended to prevent losses from the
possible weakening of individual earnings components that prove volatile over the
course of time.
The potential losses of the various business divisions are quantified for the above
risk types on the basis of the value-at-risk (VaR) principle. VaR represents a loss
threshold for a given probability level. The value-at-risk procedures reflect only the
potential losses on the basis of relatively normal market movements. To gain a second
perspective on the risk situation, we have been supplementing risk evaluations with
an analysis of historical and hypothetical stress scenarios for several years now.
Our regular comparisons between risk and economic capital are based on these
two different ways of assessing the risk position. The economic capital considered as
part of our risk management process is kept separate from the concept of regulatory
capital or equity capital.
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In keeping with the concept of a going concern, it should be possible to cope with
unexpected losses without having to fall back on external capital-raising measures.
Consequently, the economic capital is essentially formed from the easily liquidated
reserves available to the Bank. First, these reserves are compared with the value-at-risk
with a confidence level of 99%. In a second analysis performed in parallel, the results
of the stress tests are set against the available economic capital. The economic capital
to be set against the risks is supplemented in this analysis by unused portions of
regulatory capital that are not tied by risk-weighted assets. Even under this extreme
scenario, the continued existence of the Bank as a going concern is thus assured.
Possible diversification effects across the various risk types are ignored by aggregating
the covering amounts for the various categories of risk.
Not all of the economic capital available to the Bank in the past financial year was
used by the business divisions, which highlights the conservatism built into the Bank’s
risk management process and reflects the appropriateness of the relationship between
the opportunities arising from business activities and the risks assumed with regard
to overall profit or loss. The optimisation of the risk/reward ratio is a key objective
of our risk-adjusted overall bank management system. The business divisions only
take on risk if it is commensurate with the potential rewards.
Each quarter, further stress tests are added to the calculation of risk-bearing
capacity. As an inverse stress test, we define additional scenarios which would tie up
all of the available economic capital if they were to occur.
Management has overall responsibility for the risk management process and
defines the general conditions for managing the various risk types. A central Risk
Controlling unit acts independently of the various front offices in organisational
terms, as required by the Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk)
for banks and financial service institutions. This unit works closely with the Finance
unit to ensure a constant flow of information to the Bank’s Management and
Advisory Board, and is responsible for developing and overseeing the systems used
in overall bank and risk management. Risk Controlling carries out a risk inventory
every month and sets the risk amounts of the various risk types against the available
economic capital.
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As part of the risk management process, we ensure that excessive concentrations of
risk do not exist either within or across the risk classes.
A back office unit that is organisationally independent from the front office units
employs a wide-ranging limit structure to monitor exposure to counterparty risk. An
extensive range of controlling analyses supports the management of default risk at
overall portfolio level.
Market price risk arises from both short-term positions in the trading book and
strategic positions in the liquidity reserve, and is monitored by Risk Controlling.
Risk Controlling also quantifies operational risk, the extent of which is limited by
a comprehensive set of rules and contingency plans.
Treasury is responsible for the management of liquidity risk, together with the
Money Market department. Risk Controlling is included in monitoring.
A monthly full calculation is used to track the profit and loss of the business
divisions, taking into account the risks assumed. Collapsing earnings in the profit
centres are also analysed as a key risk in this context. The Risk Controlling unit makes
available to both Management and the individual relationship managers an efficient
management information system (MIS) that lets them analyse the risk-adjusted
earnings and risk variables at every aggregation level, from the Bank as a whole all
the way down to the individual client.
The Bank’s Auditing unit regularly examines the organisational precautions for
managing, monitoring and controlling the various categories of risk, based on the
parameters specified in the Audit Manual.
Credit Risk Management and Risk Controlling regularly provide information
to the Risk Monitoring Committee set up by the Bank’s Advisory Board, which
meets three times a year.
The principles of our risk management strategy are recorded in a written risk
strategy paper which is available to all employees.
The complete risk report can be accessed at www.berenberg.de/en/riskreport.
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Outlook
Banks again find themselves in a difficult operating environment in 2015, with
increasing regulatory requirements coinciding with historically low interest rates.
Berenberg has used the years since the start of the financial crisis well, and achieves
impressive results with its successful business model and advisory services geared to
client needs. We intend to continue expanding our business with this approach in
2015 and repeat our growth in Germany, elsewhere in Europe and the United States.
We will work to remain a preferred partner for existing clients, and are confident
that we are in an excellent position to gain new clients and expand our market share.
We will continue to apply our proven, diversified business model with the Private
Banking, Investment Banking, Asset Management and Corporate Banking business

»As diverse as the divisions are, they are all united
by our determination to provide our clients with topquality, objective advice, the best possible service and
excellent execution.«

divisions. We anticipate that private banking, both for us
and for the whole industry, will show only moderate returns
in the short term due to the interest rate environment and
regulatory requirements; we intend to expand this activity
nonetheless. We project further growth in securities trading

and the associated commission income, and also in income from capital market
activities. The newly acquired mandates in the Asset Management and Corporate
Banking divisions will also lead to a satisfying business performance.
As diverse as the divisions are, they are all united by our determination to provide
our clients with top-quality, objective advice, the best possible service and excellent
execution. Our focus will remain on offering services and not assuming risk ourselves.
Berenberg will concentrate on the four existing business divisions and exploit the
opportunities that promote the continuous development of our business activities. We
will continue to apply our strategy of organic growth with a view to concentrating
fully on the needs of our clients. Besides expanding our front office units, we will
also constantly adapt our internal structures. In this context, we will be looking
closely at risk controlling and compliance as well as HR development and marketing.
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The 170 or so people working in our in-house IT department ensure that we will
remain particularly flexible, enabling us to implement both client wishes and regulatory requirements quickly.
No specific risks were known at the reporting date that could have a major impact
on the future business performance of the Bank.
We are convinced that we have a good position in the market and anticipate a
moderate increase of net profits next year, driven by the hard work and commitment
of our skilled staff.
Private Banking
We are working on the assumption that the generally challenging environment
for Private Banking is not about to ease. 2015 will again be shaped by persistently
low interest rates, small bond yields and volatile markets together with increasing
regulatory requirements. At the same time, we are very confident of being able to
continue successfully down the path of growth taken through the strategic decisions
that were implemented in 2014. Private Banking is particularly well equipped for this
challenging environment. We offer our discerning clients all the services and solutions
they need. Berenberg stands for individual, objective service, with an international
orientation geared to reflecting the increasingly global nature of our clientele where
appropriate. In 2015, we expect to continue expanding in both our domestic market
of Germany and at our international locations in Switzerland and the UK.
We aim to upgrade and expand our advisory offer to make us stand out even
more clearly from our competitors and direct the expertise present in the various
business divisions to our clients. We expect that our increasingly content-driven client
pitch will provide a strong stimulus for our business activities. At the same time,
we are building on the success enjoyed by our restructured Portfolio Management.
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Investment Banking
We believe we have a good set-up in Investment Banking and take a very positive
view of our prospects for 2015. In the Equities segment, we have a smooth-running,
established value chain for our services-oriented business model. In contrast with the
market trend, we succeeded in rapidly increasing our earnings and gaining market
share during the reporting period. Furthermore, our expertise that is regularly
acknowledged in independent market analyses made it possible for us to expand on
our strong market position accompanying IPOs, capital increases and M&As. With
our branch office in London as a hub and the various local offices, we continue to act
as a reliable partner for our clients. In 2015, we will seek to expand our activities in the
United States from our office in New York. We entered into a strategic partnership
with BayernLB at the beginning of 2015. The combination of particular expertise in
investment banking (Berenberg) and financial strength (BayernLB) are expected to
yield growing business potential for our ECM department, in particular. We expect
the well-positioned Fixed Income and Forex Trading units to continue providing
satisfying contributions to the net income of the business division; as such, they
round out the range of services we offer in Investment Banking.
Asset Management
We see considerable growth potential for our investment strategies internationally
and have established ourselves accordingly in terms of both structure and staffing.
We will continue to pursue this global expansion strategy and seek to implement
it on a long-term basis. In North America, the focus is on the US and Canadian
market. In Europe, we aim to expand on our already strong market presence in the
German-speaking region and the UK and win over the Scandinavian market via our
strategies. To ensure that we continue offering top-quality products and innovative
strategies to our clients, we will make further selective investments in Portfolio
Management. We are confident that this will give us a strong springboard to enjoy
further asset and earnings growth and maintain our successful journey through 2015.
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Corporate Banking
Narrowing credit margins and low interest costs will again make it much cheaper
for companies to fund themselves in 2015. Our slowly rising levels of lending remain
largely unaffected by this, as we operate in niches that are not exposed to price wars
to any great extent. Alongside our long-standing lines of business, we will continue
to align our activities for corporate and shipping clients more closely with the capital
markets and accelerate transaction activities. In parallel to the successful positioning
of the segment-specific shipping and real estate operations, we will also increasingly
focus on infrastructure and energy activities as we see major opportunities in this
area in the current market environment.
In the shipping segment, we expect to see financing markets in which market
participants increasingly take additional options in terms of capital procurement.
Greater capital intensity as is the case in shipping makes it essential for Berenberg to
focus on capital market structures and also to collaborate further with larger corpor
ations, companies close to the capital markets and financial investors, and to syndicate
or securitise portions of major exposures. We are in an excellent position to tackle
these tasks. Our know-how and network in international shipping, coupled with our
competence and market penetration in equity and debt capital markets, give us the
opportunity to expand our advisory concepts across all areas of corporate finance.
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2014
Assets
€

2014

2013

Cash reserve
Cash on hand

1,145,318

1,143,751

60,544,131

311,700,508

61,689,449

312,844,259

Payable on demand

484,969,406

315,523,683

Other receivables

117,703,684

233,172,312

602,673,090

548,695,995

2)

749,602,952

642,284,160

2,230,888,787

Balances with central banks
				

1)

Receivables from banks

Receivables from customers
Bonds and other fixed-income securities
Bonds and debentures
–

of public-sector issuers

3)

1,870,905,350

–

of other issuers

4)

540,571,285

361,712,619

2,411,476,635

2,592,601,406

Shares and other variable-yield securities

157,677,956

112,266,685

Trading portfolio

373,896,481

184,386,320

Participating interests

5)

8,929,270

8,929,270

Shares in affiliated companies

6)

6,293,481

6,293,481

Trust assets

7)

13,524,848

23,392,050

4,028,451

3,171,202

Intangible assets
Purchased franchises, industrial property rights
and similar rights, and licences to such rights
Advance payments

0

33,567

4,028,451

3,204,769

Tangible fixed assets

22,432,961

16,975,189

Other assets

99,290,241

70,685,082

675,449

883,276

1,767,219

1,722,558

4,513,958,483

4,525,164,500

Prepaid expenses
Excess of plan assets over pension liabilities
Total assets

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

thereof: with Deutsche Bundesbank €60,542,273
thereof: municipal loans €111,180,997
thereof: eligible as collateral with Deutsche Bundesbank €1,865,918,593
thereof: eligible as collateral with Deutsche Bundesbank €537,873,194
thereof: in banks €89,864
thereof: in banks €2,540,872
thereof: trustee loans €3,294,622
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Equity and liabilities
€

2014

2013

Payable on demand

681,277,219

498,811,672

With agreed term or notice period

215,738,809

178,723,704

897,016,028

677,535,376

406,377

407,028

37,635

37,737

2,821,801,602

2,956,722,877

Liabilities to banks

Liabilities to customers
Savings deposits
–

with agreed notice period of three months

–

with agreed notice period of more than three months

Other liabilities
–

payable on demand

–

with agreed term or notice period

Trading portfolio
Trust liabilities

1)

Other liabilities

377,058,856

433,261,923

3,199,304,470

3,390,429,565

1,685,741

0

13,524,848

23,392,050

41,904,549

54,749,562

21,728,103

20,272,406

Provisions
Provisions for pensions and similar obligations
Provisions for taxes
Other provisions

Subordinated liabilities
Fund for general banking risks

2)

5,195,730

2,724,107

60,519,307

69,148,322

87,443,140

92,144,835

45,000,000

45,000,000

15,650,000

13,350,000

Equity
Subscribed capital

150,000,000

150,000,000

Retained earnings

22,000,000

12,500,000

Net profit for the year

40,429,707

66,063,112

212,429,707

228,563,112

4,513,958,483

4,525,164,500

Contingent liabilities
Liabilities under sureties and guarantee agreements

72,225,787

97,509,084

Other commitments
Irrevocable loan commitments

90,842,523

68,491,389

Total equity and liabilities

1)
2)

thereof: trust loans €3,294,622
thereof: special item compliant with Section 340g HGB in conjunction with Section 340e (4) HGB €15,650,000

Income statement
for the period from 1 January to 31 December 2014
Expenses
€

2014

2013

Interest expenses

43,714,820

55,773,254

Commission expenses

33,816,347

29,795,133

135,428,803

131,907,248

19,901,572

17,098,594

General administration expenses
Personnel expenses
–

Wages and salaries

–	Social security charges and expenses
for pensions and similar benefits

1)

Other administrative expenses
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets and amortisation
of intangible assets
Other operating expenses
Taxes on income
Other taxes
where not shown under other operating expenses
Net profit for the year
Total expenses

1)
2)
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thereof: for pensions €5,462,253
thereof: for compounding €1,747,146

2)

94,066,153

79,496,302

249,396,528

228,502,144

8,180,975

6,451,629

6,444,746

5,666,564

5,610,944

8,916,915

194,293

180,194

40,429,707

66,063,112

387,788,360

401,348,945
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Income
€

2014

2013

20,588,504

20,962,015

Interest income from
–

credit and money market activities

– 	fixed-income securities and debt register claims

49,923,243

66,587,206

70,511,747

87,549,221

Current income from
–

shares and other variable-yield securities

–

participating interests

–

shares in affiliated companies

10,328

64,975

4,519,650

2,727,093

6,638,453

10,476,891

11,168,431

13,268,959

277,730,235

264,165,419

20,612,880

22,149,970

Income from write-ups of receivables and certain
securities and from the reversal of loan-loss provisions

3,374,832

9,086,545

Other operating income

4,390,235

5,128,831

387,788,360

401,348,945

Commission income
Net income from trading portfolio

1)

Total income

	thereof: additions to special item compliant with Section 340g HGB
in conjunction with Section 340e (4) HGB €2,300,000.00

1)
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Selected notes to the financial s tatements
as at 31 December 2014
General information
The annual financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2014 have been
prepared in accordance with the provisions of the German Commercial Code (HGB)
and the accounting regulations for banks. Unless stated otherwise, figures for 2013
are shown in parentheses.
Accounting policies
The existing accounting policies were applied without change in the reporting period.
As a general rule, receivables from customers and banks are recognised at their
nominal value or cost, with accrued interest taken into account for corresponding
balance sheet items. Deferred income items have been set up for discounts on loans
and on purchased receivables.
All identifiable credit and country risks in the portfolio of receivables were taken
into account through the recognition of specific valuation allowances and provisions.
General valuation allowances have been set up to cover latent credit risk and general
loan loss allowances have been set up in Luxembourg for the same purpose. The
value adjustments are deducted from the receivables or added to provisions.
We made use of the option to net expenses and income for the presentation of
risk provisions in the income statement.
Securities in the liquidity reserve are measured strictly at the lower of cost or
market.
Borrowed securities from securities lending transactions and the associated
retransfer obligations are reported in the balance sheet.
Financial instruments held for trading purposes are marked to market, less a
risk discount. The risk discount is determined on the basis of the Bank’s internal
management system using actuarial methods. The value at risk is determined for
a holding period of ten days and a confidence level of 99% based on a historical
observation period of 250 trading days, whereby the individual changes in value are
included in the calculation with exponential weighting. The risk discount is calculated
and disclosed separately for each portfolio. The risk premium is recognised up to
the amount of the write-up.
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Shares in affiliated companies and participating interests are recognised at cost. No
impairments have been recognised.
Tangible fixed assets and purchased intangible assets were measured at cost, less
scheduled depreciation and amortisation taken on a straight-line basis in line with
the applicable tax regulations. Assets costing up to €150 are written off in full in the
year of acquisition. Low-value assets costing between €150 and €1,000 are grouped
together in a collective item and depreciated on a straight-line basis. They are shown
in the statement of changes in fixed assets as additions and included in the amount
disclosed for depreciation in the 2014 financial year.
Other assets, including option contracts, are recognised at the lower of cost or
fair value. Generally, option premiums received and paid are not transferred to the
income statement until the options expire or are exercised.
Liabilities are carried at the settlement amount plus accrued interest. Accrued
interest on subordinated liabilities is reported under other liabilities.
Provisions have been recognised taking adequate account of all identifiable risks
and uncertain obligations, including those arising from off-balance-sheet transactions,
in accordance with the principles of prudent business judgement.
Provisions for pensions are calculated in the amount of the obligation at cash value
on the basis of the biometric data included in the 2005G standard tables prepared by
Professor Dr Klaus Heubeck. An interest rate of 4.55%, a rate of increase of 2.5% in
future compensation, an increase in pension benefits of 1.8% and an industry-specific
standard fluctuation are applied. Appropriations to pension provisions are presented
in other operating expenses and personnel expenses. Assets used to settle pension
obligations are netted off against corresponding obligations.
Provisions with a remaining term of more than one year are discounted using the
average market rate of the past seven years appropriate for their remaining maturity
(Section 253(2) sentence 1, German Commercial Code (HGB)). As provided for in
the Regulation on the Discounting of Provisions (RückAbzinsV), the interest rates
used for discounting tally with the monthly interest rates published by Deutsche
Bundesbank.
The equity items were recognised at par value (Section 272(1) HGB). Derivatives
are measured using hedge accounting.
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In accordance with Section 256a HGB, assets and liabilities denominated in foreign
currency were translated into euros at the European Central Bank’s mean spot
exchange rate prevailing at the balance sheet date.
Currency forwards are measured across the board using the forward rate applic
able at the reporting date for all transactions. The results in the respective currencies
are offset. A provision for anticipated losses on pending transactions would have to
be set up to cover any remaining loss. An offsetting item was set up on the assets
side of the balance sheet under Other assets for any remaining gain from specially
covered transactions.
Gains on currency and securities transactions involving customers are reported
in net commission income. The price gains on customer-related trading activities
are also reflected in net commission income. Consequently, deviating from the
regulatory trading book, the securities transactions conducted on behalf of customers
are reported under Bonds and other fixed-income securities and Shares and other
variable-yield securities.
Loss-free valuation of the interest book
Provisions for anticipated losses on pending transactions are to be set up for any
excess obligations arising from activities involving interest-bearing financial instruments in the banking book. All assets and liabilities that are not attributable to the
trading book or which fall under equity or similar items (special fund for general
banking risks, subordinated loans) have been included in the banking book. When
a potential excess obligation is determined, matching amounts or maturities are
notionally closed at the reporting date, whereby the funding structure is taken into
account consistent with internal management in the process.
On account of the large excess deposits, there was no mismatch of amounts for
which it would have been necessary to notionally close the items when calculating
the excess obligations. There was no mismatch of amounts/maturities with respect to
liquidity, even under very strict assumptions regarding the deposit base, underpinned
by both a certain decline in the volume of deposits over time and extreme stress
assumptions arising from high ad-hoc outflows of deposits.
When determining the excess obligations, provisions already recognised under
other valuation rules (such as interest-related provisions for hedges as defined in
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Section 254 HGB) are included when measuring a possible provision for anticipated
losses on pending transactions. The necessity of taking into account the risk costs
likely to accrue and administration costs was determined by including them in the
interest rate used to discount the cash flows as a markdown on the cash flow.
The banking book is measured at present value. No provisions for anticipated
losses on pending transactions needed to be set up.

Notes to the balance sheet
Receivables from/liabilities to customers/banks
Breakdown of maturity
by remaining maturity
€’000

up to 3 months

more than 3 months
and up to 1 year

more than 1 year
and up to 5 years

more than 5 years

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

419,585

395,033

100,492

49,599

199,925*

150,098

29,601

47,554

393,486

366,370

104,865

223,335

12,839

0

0

0

0

9,837

to customers

330,580

303,777

45,779

129,485

700

0

0

0

to banks

114,112

85,865

101,627

92,859

0

0

0

0

406

407

5

5

33

33

0

0

Receivables
from customers
of which with no fixed maturity
from banks
Liabilities

Savings deposits

* This relates primarily to the investment in promissory note loans issued by German public sector issuers.
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Loans with a maturity of more than one year are not subject to any specific interest
rate risk as a result of swaps or other interest rate hedges (micro-hedges).
Disclosure of relationships with affiliated companies, and companies
in which a participating interest is held
Relationships
€’000

with affiliated companies
2014

2013

with companies in which a
participating interest is held
2014

2013

Receivables
Banks

13,130

236

0

0

Customers

26,835

22,802

30

0

812,950

610,488

0

0

19,648

4,688

2,752

2,730

public-sector
issuers

other
issuers

Total

1,870,906

540,571

2,411,477

415,382

87,556

502,938

2,230,889

361,712

2,592,601

Liabilities
Banks
Customers

Bonds and other fixed-income securities
This item divides into securities of
€’000
2014
of which
–

due in 2015

2013

The bonds of public-sector issuers originate almost exclusively from German federal
states.
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The following table shows the breakdown of bonds of other issuers:
Bonds of other issuers
2014

2013

518,348

346,298

€’000
Bonds with state guarantee
Other

22,223

15,414

Total

540,571

361,712

Bonds with government guarantees are issued by German development banks backed
by Germany or German states.
The average remaining maturity of all bonds is two years. Interest rate risk is
normally limited to the 3- or 6-month Euribor by investing in floaters or entering
into hedges in the form of interest rate swaps (micro-hedges).
Shares and other variable-yield securities
This item contains shares in investment funds of €83.6 million (€83.3 million) used
as investments as part of the liquidity reserve.
The Bank holds shares of more than 10% in domestic investment funds as defined
in Section 1 of the German Investment Act (InvG). These break down as follows:
€’000

Investment
target

Fair v alue

Book
value

Undisclosed
reserves

Distribution
2014

BAI-Universal-Fonds

Equities

48,553

46,433

2,120

0

BIRD-Universal-Fonds

Bonds

41,482

35,000

6,482

0

90,035

81,433

8,602

0

There are no restrictions on daily redemption rights.
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Trading portfolio
2014

2013

345,904

155,094

27,988

29,292

4

0

373,896

184,386

Bonds and other fixed-income securities

1,686

0

Total

1,686

0

€’000
Assets
Bonds and other fixed-income securities
Shares and other variable-income securities
Foreign currencies
Total
Liabilities

The financial instruments held for trading are marked to market, less a risk discount.
The total risk discount amounts to €1.5 million (€0.3 million).
Marketable and listed securities
As in the previous year, bonds and other fixed-income securities are publicly listed.
Of the shares and other variable-yield securities, the investment funds of €81.6 million
(€81.5 million) included in the liquidity reserve are not marketable. All other equities
are listed on a stock market. €2.7 million (€2.7 million) of the shares in affiliated
companies are marketable. The remaining participating interests and shares in
affiliated companies are not marketable.
Valuation units
Fixed-income securities of €977.0 million (€1,624.4 million) have been included in
micro-hedges to hedge interest rate risk. The Bank’s strategy for managing interest
rate risk calls for its lending and deposit-taking activities to have a short-term
structure. Transactions with a term of more than one year are essentially hedged by
entering into interest rate swaps, which serves to reduce the dependence on positions
that are sensitive to changes in interest rates. The effectiveness of the valuation units
is determined using the fair-value-oriented method.
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Trust assets
The trust assets and corresponding trust liabilities relate to loans of €3.3 million
(€8.8 million) extended to non-bank customers on a trustee basis and other trust
assets or trust liabilities (under liabilities to customers) of €10.2 million (€14.6 million)
held as security for the pension obligations of a third party.
Statement of changes in fixed assets
Acquisition cost

€’000

Depreciation/amortisation

Balance
Balance
Balance
Balance
31/12/2013 Additions Disposals 31/12/2014 31/12/2013 Additions Disposals 31/12/2014
Participating
interests

Residual
book value
2014

2013

8,929

0

0

8,929

0

0

0

0

8,929

8,929

Shares in affili
ated companies

6,293

0

0

6,293

0

0

0

0

6,293

6,293

Operating and
business equipment

50,815

11,417

578

61,654

33,840

5,740

359

39,221

Intangible assets

16,111

3,263

0

19,374

12,906

2,440

0

15,346

Total

82,148

14,680

578

96,250

46,746

8,180

359

54,567
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22,433 16,975
4,028

3,205

41,683 35,402

Other assets
This item contains accrued interest and fees of €32.2 million (€30.6 million) as
well as collection documents (cheques, bonds payable, and coupon and dividend
certificates) of €0.8 million (€2.8 million). An offsetting item of €33.2 million
(€1.2 million) comprising currency forwards and currency options entered into
has been recognised on the assets side of the balance sheet due to the special cover.
Excess of plan assets over pension liabilities
Acquisition cost
securities

€’000

Provisions for pensions
and similar obligations
Other provisions
(semi-retirement)

Fair value

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

17,259

17,442

17,259

17,442

15,586

15,908

1,000

1,001

1,000

1,001

906

814

Interest expense

€’000

Provisions for pensions
and similar obligations
Other provisions
(semi-retirement)

Amount payable
provisions

Interest income

Valuation at fair value

2014

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

701

719

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

0

Section 246(2) sentence 2 HGB contains a requirement to net the assets serving to
settle pension obligations with the corresponding liabilities.
In accordance with Section 246(2) sentence 2 HGB, the other operating expenses
of €0.8 million (€0.8 million) arising from discounting have to be netted with the
gains on the measurement of the plan assets. The criteria for netting interest expenses
and interest income arising from fair value measurement were not met in the current
and previous financial year.
Section 253(1) sentence 4 HGB requires that such assets be measured at fair value.
The assets in question comprise exclusively exchange-listed securities of public issuers,
the market value of which is equal to the stock exchange price at the reporting date.
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Obligations of €1.0 million (€1.0 million) arising from employee working-time
accounts, which would otherwise be presented under other liabilities, were netted
with the assets of the same amount, which would otherwise be presented under
other assets.
In total, there is an excess of plan assets over pension liabilities of €1.8 million
(€1.7 million).
Other provisions
This item mainly comprises provisions for personnel expenses.
Subordinated liabilities
Interest in the amount of €2.2 million is included in expenses. The following table
shows the breakdown of the subordinated liabilities totalling €45.0 million:
%

Due date

10,000

6.55

01/06/2018

10,000

6.80

25/06/2018

5,000

6.25

07/01/2019

10,000

6.00

03/01/2020

10,000

6.00

30/01/2020

€’000

The terms correspond to Article 63 CRR. There is no right to demand early repayment.
Special fund for general banking risks
The line item Special fund for general banking risks in the amount of €15.7 million
(€13.4 million) was recognised in accordance with Section 340e(4) HGB in conjunction with Section 340g HGB. The allocation is included in net income from trading
activities at €2.3 million (€2.5 million).
Other liabilities
This item mainly includes obligations to the local tax office in the amount of €8.3 million (€8.5 million) and deferred interest payments of €22.5 million (€30.2 million) for
interest rate swaps and swaptions. An offsetting item in the amount of €1.6 million
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(€5.8 million) has been recognised on the liabilities side of the balance sheet comprising currency forwards entered into and rolled over.
Deferred taxes
At the reporting date, there were temporary differences in the carrying amounts of
individual items in the commercial balance sheet and tax balance sheet. Recognition and measurement differences giving rise to deferred tax assets and liabilities
occurred in the following line items: receivables from customers, shares and other
variable-yield securities, participating interests and provisions. Deferred taxes were
calculated based on an average municipal trade tax multiplier of 16.35%. The option
to capitalise deferred tax assets set forth under Section 274(1) sentence 2 HGB has
not been exercised.
Additional notes to the balance sheet
Various securities have been deposited with other banks as security deposits for
Eurex and lending trades. There were no open-market positions at year-end. Assets
in the amount of €248.6 million (€222.4 million) and liabilities in the amount of
€1,780.6 million (€1,468.8 million) are denominated in foreign currency.
Contingent liabilities
Liabilities arising from sureties and guarantees include bills of exchange guarantees
in the amount of €48.6 million (€74.8 million) and documentary credits in the
amount of €23.6 million (€22.7 million). During the course of the annual screening
of the lending portfolio carried out as part of the Bank’s credit risk management, the
guarantees for bills of exchange and documentary credits that have been issued were
examined for potential default risk. It is considered very unlikely that the amounts
will be enforced.
Other obligations
The other obligations consist exclusively of irrevocable loan commitments totalling
€90.8 million (€68.5 million).
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Notes to the income statement
Breakdown of income by geographic segment
Interest income, current income from shares and other variable-yield securities,
participating interests and shares in affiliated companies, commission income, net
income from the trading portfolio and other operating income shown in the income
statement break down into 74% (79%) generated in Germany and 26% (21%)
generated abroad.
Service activities
We provided services to our customers, particularly in the management and brokerage of securities transactions and in international documentary business. Income of
€174.3 million (€168.8 million) from commission-earning business and €38.2 million
(€31.6 million) from fund management was generated from the management and
brokerage of securities transactions.
Other operating income
This item mainly comprises cost reimbursements in the amount of €2.8 million
(€1.6 million) from the provision of services and reversals of other provisions in the
amount of €1.3 million (€0.8 million).
Other operating expenses
This item relates mainly to interest expenses in the amount of €1.7 million (€1.8 million) from discounting long-term provisions.
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Other disclosures
Other financial commitments
There is a proportionate obligation to make additional payments arising from the
investment in Liquiditäts- und Konsortialbank GmbH, Frankfurt am Main. In
addition, there is a proportionate contingent liability for the obligation to make add
itional payments to third parties, i.e. the members of the Bundesverband deutscher
Banken e.V.
For the next three financial years, there are financial commitments from rental,
maintenance and other lease agreements in the annual amount of €32.0 million
(€31.6 million).
Forward transactions and futures contracts
Forward transactions entered into during the course of the year can be divided into
the following by their essential nature:
•	Forward transactions in foreign currencies, in particular currency forwards,
commitments arising from currency options, currency warrants and structured
products (foreign currency transactions)
•	Forward interest rate contracts, in particular forwards involving fixed-income
securities, commitments arising from interest rate options, interest rate options,
interest rate swaps, swaptions, caps and floors
•	Futures contracts relating to other price risks, in particular equity futures, index
futures, commitments arising from equity options, equity options, commitments
arising from index options and index rights
Customer transactions are generally hedged. As a result, the amount and timing of
future cash flows is correspondingly balanced. As a general rule, the Bank only enters
into its own positions in order to hedge interest rate risks from other positions directly
or in general. Thus, interest rate swaps are used as interest rate hedging instruments
for fixed-income bonds (micro-hedges).
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The following table shows the derivative financial instruments outstanding at the
reporting date:
Volume

€’000
2014

Positive
market values

Negative
market values

2013

2014

2013

2014

2013

Exchange transactions 23,418,337 13,145,478

159,260

76,320

129,189

80,741

1,165

69,813

66,336

3,030

Swaps

1,590,682

Caps/floors

1,821,894

66,100

57,900

1,641

1,826

1,631

1,826

Securities futures

1,070,406

1,244,347

13,000

11,391

16,158

13,050

Securities options

545,254

764,218

11,879

16,626

11,879

16,626

Equity options

21,326

15,079

992

117

117

117

Bonds futures

1,009,745

696,175

17,371

2,835

41,350

4,622

27,721,850 17,745,091

205,308

178,928

266,660

120,012

Total

The transactions listed above are almost exclusively concluded to hedge fluctuations
in interest rates, exchange rates or market prices in trading activities.
The Bank assesses the potential market risk for trades involving interest rates
and trades involving equity and/or currency risk in its trading book based on the
standard method in accordance with the CRR. This gives rise to a capital adequacy
requirement of €16.0 million (€6.7 million).
The following table shows the breakdown of the capital adequacy requirement:
Market risk

Capital adequacy requirement
2014

2013

Net equity positions

7,562

5,632

Net interest positions

8,430

745

€’000
Standard method

Overall currency position
Total

0

363

15,992

6,740
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Board of Management
The Board of Management comprised the following Managing Partners in 2014:
Dr Hans-Walter Peters, Banker (Spokesman)
Andreas Brodtmann, Banker
Hendrik Riehmer, Banker
Shareholders
30.4% Berenberg family
26.1 %	PetRie Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH
			

(Dr Hans-Walter Peters [Managing Director] and Hendrik Riehmer)

			

and Dr Hans-Walter Peters

1.5 % Andreas Brodtmann and former managing partners
15.0 % Christian Erbprinz zu Fürstenberg
15.0 % Professor Dr Jan Philipp Reemtsma
12.0 % Compagnie du Bois Sauvage S. A.

As at 1.1.2015

Remuneration and loans
We have opted not to disclose the remuneration of the active and former managing
partners or the provisions set aside for these individuals, because we consider the
requirements cited in Section 286(4) HGB to be fulfilled.
As in the previous year, no loans were granted to members of the Board of
Management after taking account of the allocation of the profit available for distribution in 2014.
Appropriation of profit
The net profit for the year in the amount of €40.4 million is intended for distribution
to the shareholders.
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AUDITORS’ REPORT
The following unqualified auditors’ report was issued on the full annual financial statements
and the management report:
»We have audited the financial statements, comprising the balance sheet, the income statement
and the notes to the financial statements, together with the bookkeeping system and management
report of Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG, Hamburg, for the financial year from 1 January 2014
to 31 December 2014. The maintenance of the accounting records and the preparation of the
financial statements and management report in accordance with German commercial law are the
responsibility of the company’s legal representatives. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on the financial statements, including the accounting records and the management report, based
on our audit.
We have audited the Annual Financial Statements in accordance with Section 317 HGB (German
Commercial Code) and the generally accepted German auditing principles for Annual Financial
Statements adopted by the Institute of German Auditors (Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer, IDW). These
standards require that we plan and perform the audit in such a way that material inaccuracies and
breaches affecting the presentation of the net assets, financial position and results of operations in
the financial statements prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in
Germany and in the management report are detected with reasonable assurance. Knowledge of
the business activities and the economic and legal environment of the company and expectations
of possible misstatements are taken into account in the determination of the audit procedures.
The effectiveness of the system of internal accounting control and the evidence supporting the
disclosures in the accounting records, the financial statements and the management report are
examined primarily on a random test basis. This audit includes an assessment of the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by the company’s legal representatives, as well as an
evaluation of the overall presentation of the financial statements and management report. We are
of the opinion that our audit constitutes a sufficiently reliable basis for our opinion.
Our audit gave rise to no objections.
In our opinion, based on the findings of our audit, the annual financial statements comply with legal
requirements and give a true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of operations
of the company in accordance with German principles of proper accounting. The management
report is consistent with the annual financial statements and as a whole provides an accurate view
of the company’s position, opportunities and risks of future development.«
Hamburg, 16 March 2015
BDO AG
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft
			
			

sgd. Rohardt
Auditor

sgd. Butte
Auditor
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